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Judging market p ower by market shares is an appro ach closely associated with
the S CP p aradigm, which was challenged by the Chicago Scho ol. Nonetheless,

market share ana1ysis remains at the heart of competition 1aw inquiry because
1t provides a relatively simple rule of thumb to identi行 markets where com‐
p et1t1on 1s at risk. The chapter also suggests that the Commission has been less
than enthusiastic in app軍ng Chicagoan appro aches ( 知r example, there is a
wider list of conditions that constitute entry barriers in EC comp etition law
than the Chicago Scho ol identiGes ) , but has accepted some of the insights of
the p ost‐ Chicago paradigm, 女)r instance a賃ermarkets and direct proof of
market power･
The second lesson をom this chapter is about the role that policy plays in the
de臼nition of the re1evant market. As shown in chaPter 2 with rel俺rence to the
meaning of ( agreementも even technical lega1 issues may be resolved on the basis
of the underl乳ng p olicies that animate the law. In this chapter we have seen
s o me decisio ns where the Commis sio n) s de塩nition o f the relevant market can
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be characterised as ( strategic) . That is, the market is identi行ed in order to
achieve a sp eci臼c regu1atory obj ective: pa折TV is seen as a separate market even
when the application of the hyp othetical monopolist test may suggest other‐
wise because the Commission wishes to apply comp etition law to promote the
development of this industry, or to sal俺guard pluralism‐ Accordingly, even if a
more econom1cs ‐ oriented appro ach to market p ower is developed, there are
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analysisJoliet, drawing on the list of examp1es of abuse set out in Artic1e 82

position it 1s in consequence obliged, Where appropriate, 初 物畝“ #な のれ“““

and the French language version of the Treaty, suggested that this prows1on
was intended to catch (instances where do minant market p ower is exploited,
used, or exercised ro r初 ““##““" ヴ 5拗動物翔れ“ p勿の“““) . 5 S o even if the

dominant 負rms, to avoid acts that harm competlt1on and to modi節 their

was pressing 食)r a W1der concept of abuse, to encomPass activities designed to

Dominance is not unlaWfu1, but (where an undertak1ng is m a dominant

so as not to impair e俄ctive compet1tlon on the market reg“““$ ヴwを銃“ 物g
Co““#55!oれ れ“5 ““"を“ “ を錨!oれ ゎ 物の #“℃だ1 This dual obligation on

practices if they are likely to harm compet1t1on, 知rces them to obsewe the

markets they operate in and to monitor the e鈷ects oftheir commercia1 Practices,
which may become i1lega1 if market circumstances change. Every act of a
dominant 負rm is laden with risk, in particular when even commercial behav‐

iour regarded as normal may constitute abuse within the meaning ofArticle 82.2
と き 耿 ぶ んし き !誤 謬説き ゑ 発き努な友松 気慾該隧炊きさきぶ然委譲繋がきが瀦隣教溌焚孫醸さ玖瀞詠ん滋疑趨嫌檄糠

A寵 董 d e 8 2

Any abuse by one o｢ mo｢e Unde｢takings of a dominant position within the common ma｢ket

o｢ i n a substantial pa｢t of it sha= be p｢Ohibited as inCom patib1 e With the [o mmon market
i nsofa ｢ as i t m ay affect t｢a d e b etween Me mb e｢ State s .
5 u[h ab use m ay, i n pa rti cu l a r, co ns i st i n :

Anatomically, Article 82 conta1ns a general section, which prohibits the
abuse of a dominant Pos1t1on, 数)1lowed by a non-eXhaustive list of examP1es
ofbehaViour that may constitute abuse.3 In contrast With Artic1e 8 1 , there is no

stated purpose in the language of Artic1e 82.4 other language versions of the
Treaty o節er no 負urther guidance‐ For example, the French version speaks of
‘exp1oitation in an abusive manneビ (〔exP1oiter de 筑9on abusivぎ) . In an early
1 Case T‐5/o2 7錺の L“γ“ γ, Co“霧55!o" [2002 ] ECR II‐43 8 1 para. 1 57 (my emphasls) . See also
Case 322/8 1 Ne“““れ“5g B“ね彼"‐Z"““錺花 M化を物 γ. Co物拗頌oれ [ 1 983 1 ECR 346 1 (M化瘢物 Z )

Para. 57; Cases T‐ 1 25 and 1 27/97 T先e co℃“‐Coね Co初夢“"ツ “"“ ℃““‐Coね Eれすのアガおgs r"℃. γ.
Co“ “!5拗れ [ 2000 ] ECR II- 1 73 3 p aras , 8 0‐5 ,

2 Case T ‐ 65/8 9 BPB r"“""をs のれ“ Brカメ5れ G刀舅乾物 γ. Cα物“?#55われ [ 1 99 3 1 ECR II‐389 Para. 69 .

3 Case 6/72 E“rope笏物数ge Coゆoγ錺わ" “““ Co錺劭鍬鰄 C“" Co“P““ r"“. Coれ拗ss!o" [ 1973]
ECR 2 1 5 para. 26 .

4 Case T‐203/o 1 Mのれ欲の“““ "“"“!sg を中れe““のr;““g5 M化撥ねれ γ. のれ撒$あれ [2003 ] ECR
II ー 407 は必し4化をなれ 2 ) p ara ‐ 2 3 7 ‐

list of abuses is inustrative, any additions to the abuse do ctrine must harm
suPpliers or purchasers . However, 証ready in the 1ate l 960s the Commission

harm or oust のれ“erzrors.6 The language of Artic1e 82 there魚re created ample
discretion 女)r the decision‐ maker to determine its protective scop e by re焦らr‐

ence to the kind of p olicy obj ectives it 魚voured - be it the protection of
consumer interests or the p rotection of economic 宣eedom of other market
partlc1p ants . The ana1ysis of the abuse do ctrine in this chapter begins With an

exploration of the possible protective scope of Article 82 . 7

The abuse do ctrine has 魚ur po ssible roles . The arst is to protect the market
をom dominant 鑪rms when these reduce output and raise Prices . The second is
to protect the market をo m dominant 臼rms when these harm competitors so as
to obtain the p ower to reduce output and increase prices . These two roles are
based upon economic theo ries . The former represents a neoclassical approach,
while the second is representative of p o st‐ Chicago theories that 臼rms behave
strategically to gain market power. A third role 魚r the abuse do ctrine is to
protect other market p art1c1p ants をom the acts of dominant 負rms . Under an
economic をeedo m mode1, dominant 鑪rms are the maj or reason 魚r comp etition P olicy. They have the commercia1 P ower to harm others : competitors,
customers or consumers . A 魚urth role 魚r the abuse doctrine is to Protect the
internal market. These last two roles are explicitly political, and corresp ond to
two of the core values of EC comp etition law.
The 臼rst three interpretations co rresPond to the concepts of dominance
discussed in chapter 5 , which suggests that the concept of dominance one
embraces colours the meaning and scope of the abuse do ctrine. 1n section 2 ,
these mo dels are considered in more detail with the help of a case study. Based
on what was said in chapter 5 , the reader will be aware that dominant 鑪rms are
controlled 寅)r their p ower to harm the compet1t1ve process, so that don1inance
means the power to harm consumers, customers and competitors . There1k)re,
of the concepts of abuse noted above, the third is the one that represents the
Commission) s pos1t1on most logically. However, as we noted in chapter 5 ,
current1y the Commission is carrying out a review of Artic1e 82 so as to bring it
5 RJoliet Mo ね"“!z“#zoね “畝 A ら““ 可Do“!"" r pos!#oれ ( Liege : Universite de Liege, 1 9 70 ) p . 247 .
6 ConCentration of Enterprises in the Co]mmLon hzLarket: rnemorandum of the EC Commission to
the Governments o f the M emlb er States ( 1 D ece1mb er 1 96 5 ) at 2 9 .

7 The notion of a protective scope is drawn をonn two sources. First, it occurs in the intenPretat1on
of statutes under the tort of breach of statutory duty in England, and also in the interpretation of
statutory 1iabili呼 under the French or German CiviI Codes . Second, this concept was used by AG
K0kott in Case C‐ 9 5/04P B磁おれ Aかw““. Co籠れ弩5あれ ( 0pinion of 23 Februaげ 2006 ) p ara. 69 ,
a p assage which is considered below.
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m 1ine with くmainstream economics ) . 8 The motivation 魚r this revlew 1s two ‐
魚ld: 鑪rst, re魚rm is necessary as a matter of coherence ( if Article 8 1 has been

BA was an (obligatory business partner of trave1 agents) ･ 1 1 Trave1 agents cou1d

should Article 8 2 ) ; second, re魚rm is necessary because no aspect 。f EC

to reward travel agents if they seu even more of its tickets?

recast s o as to 魚 cus o n co nsumer wel魚re rather than e conomic をeedom, so

, き U ク ラ U′ ‘

competition law has incurred the wrath of commentators more than the
Commission) s application of Artic1e 8 2 . The Commission' s 臼rst くre魚rm) docu‐

U“
'′

ment was published ln December 200559 however, the seeds あr the reform of

Article 82 are already inherent in the case 1aw, which suggests that the
Commission) s re魚rm programme envisages incremental change rather than
radi cal revoluti o n .

not op erate W1thout sening BA nights as p art of their portfk)lio . 1n this market

context, should one penalise BA 貴)r introducing 負nancial incentives designed
2 ･ 1 N e ○ d a $ ka l a n a l yS i S

From a neo classical p ersp ective, a monopoly reduces economic wel魚re
because, unhindered by actual or potential comp etitors, it is able to reduce

output, thereby 1eading to a price increase . Consumers unable to buy at the

only to practices that harm consumers . That is, if we sW1tch をom an ordolib‐

higher price su鈷er a loss in utility. The same consequence can occur when the
largest 臼rm 魚ces some comp etition をom fringe ねrms . on the assumption that
the をinge 五rms are unable to expand their output signiacantly, the do minant
鑪rm takes the outp ut capacity of the 饉inge into account and realises that 魚r
the residual demand the をinge cannot meet, it h。1ds a monop oly. Thus the

nance and the protective scope of the abuse do ctrine should be moulded by

ten customers . The dominant 臼rm is in comp et1t1on 題s ‐a-vis tho se ten cus -

The reあrm proces s is designed to a節ect the concept of dominance and the
concept of abuse . As we suggested in chapter 5 , dominance is being redeGned

ノ
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to mean substantial market p ower to harm consumer interests . This suggests
that the protective scope of Article 82 should also be re魚cused so as to apply
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eral to an economic conception of market power, we should make the same
shi賃 when considering the abuse doctrine ‐ Both the concept of domi‐
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considerations of consumer we1fare ‐ The e鑑ect is to restrict the protective
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scop e of Article 82 .
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2 Why Pe na l ise th e a b use ◎菅 a d o 『m m輌電 Positi o n ?
The role of the abuse doctrine can be examined by considering a recent

controversial decision, B作偽れ AZrw“〆/湾痩劭 , The dispute centred on rebate
schemes that British Airways ( BA) provided 貿)r travel agents . (A rebate is a
き こ " い き ぶ で く き ざ さ ま きJ A ＼ ＼ ご て 妻 , ふ き ゞ マふ き ニ ネ ナ

retrosp ective discount. ) Travel agents buy tickets をom the airlines and seu
these to travellers. They make pro鑪ts by a commission, which BA p ays on the

b asis of the number of tickets they sen. BA O節ered travel agents additional
巨nancial incentlves in the 魚rm of rebates if they sold more of its tickets . 1n

1 993 Virgin complained to the Commission about BA) s marketing schemes

whose e節ect, it claimed, was to reduce the incentives 魚r trave1 agents to sell

,ヤ ミ ミ メゞ ↓ 逸 さ“ ご " ＼ " ~、 " “ ◎汚 物メ シ 残 メ 銘 . と も

tickets of competing airlines . The Co mmission de巨ned the relevant market as
that 魚r air travel agency sewices in the United Kingdom. It 魚und that BA was
the dominant purchaser o f these sewices 。 BA)s market share in the total of air
ticket sales handled by travel agents was between 3 9 and 46 per cent, while its

competitors had market shares below 1 o per cent. 1O Combined with the 魚ct
that BA o鈷ered 目ights to many more destinations comp ared to its comp et1tors,

し だ し〉

8 P ･ Lowe 〔 DG Competition) s Review of the Policy on Abuse of D ominance' 2003 Foテメカ“"
Cの字〕or錺“ 工のw r"5癆獨“ 1 63 , 1 65 ( Hawk ed. 2 004) ‐
9 D G Competition discussion paper on the application of Artide 82 of the Treaty to exclusiona1γ
abus es ( D ece1m1b er 2 0 0 5 ) .

l o Case T‐2 1 9/99 B“r応力 AZテー"" γ. Co拗 れ-2!ss#oれ [ 2 003 ] ECR II5 9 1 7 Para‐ 2 1 1 ‐

monopoly price is set by reたrence to the residual demand. 12 For example,

supp o se that there are 1 0o customers and the をinge 錠rms can supply at mo st

tomers but ho1ds a monop oly over the rest of the market. Arguably a 鑪rm in a
dominant pos1t1on reduces wel魚re less than a mon。p olist - it cannot reduce
output by as much as it would wish because of the supply by the をinge 塩rms ,
but the more signi且cant the dominant arm) s market power, the greater the
deadweight loss . 1 3
A neoc1assical economist reading Bれ#おら Aかw““/V“#" would see that BA) s
rebate schemes with travel agents were 免und to be abusive because they
were loyalty inducing, reducing the opp。rtunities of travel agents to sell their
seIyices to other airlines and preventing other airlines ) access to the Ir1arket, 1 4
Here the concern was not that 錠ights would be more exp ensive: in 魚ct the
rebates〕 e鈷ect on ticket prices was not even considered. M[oreover, it is
likely that travel agents wou1d o鈷er better de証s and more seIvices to consum‐

ers so as t。 s eu more tickets and win the reb ate . The reb ate can b e s e en as a

strategy to give distributors greater incentives to market BA) s tickets . This
attitude suggests that EC competition law is concerned With behaviour that
exc1udes other part1c1p ants をom the market, and 魚ils to consider the wel魚re
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view, Artide 82 should P1ay no 貫ole ln Controlling the way dominant 臼rms

attempt to Compete With riVa1S. 1 6

2 2 A Post- 衝i [a g o Pa rad i g m : a nti [ompeti tiVe exd usio n
Recent research in economics has indicated that an alternative p aradigm Can be
6 ても U 多
""＼ ≦ 毯 し ; セ ジ ム を 隣

used to explain Why BA) S tactics may merit punishment, drawing upon literature suggesting that strategies designed to inj ure rivals can reduce Consumer

welfare . As Ordover and Saloner explain: ‘the hallmark of these strategies is

that, invariably, they reduce the eXPected level of pro巨ts that incumbent's

が ← ↓" 要

rivals - present and future ‐ can hope to earn) . 1 7 The strategies are ant1Com-

lies in the strateモリノ implemented by the dominant 白rm Which raises the Costs of
existing rivals and deters potential rlva1s をom entering.

If we analyse BA's strate走評 of o鈷ering incremental rebates to travel agents

that sen more BA tickets under this paradigm, it may be described as a
mechanism わr γの5れg rかの為) の鋸s.20 BA) s rivals have to o鈷er similar, if not
more generous, 臼nancial incentives to travel agents in order to remain in the

market. Thus, the Cost of Competing against BA is increased through BA)s

marketing scheme . This strate走が can be successfm provided three Conditions
are satis6ed: 鑪rst, the incumbent must be Willing to pay to exclude the entrant
more than the entrant is wiuing to pay to stay in the market ‐ that is, BA must

し " 焚 、 ごご . コ グザ . く ま ~ し 多い亀 ; 拷 ミ グ 溺"/八 ど ぶ 唆彰に多きら え 社ゞ 菊だ璽参 考

petitive because they dissuade rivals をom entering a new market or 食)rce rivals
to exit, and in the long run allow dominant undertakings to raise prices , having
removed a11 signif1Cant Competitors‐ often the strategies in question ( e‐ g‐ 1ower
prices, increased advertising, distribution agreements including loyalty
rebates, non- co operation W1th the newComer) are exacthy the kind of pro Comp etlt1ve response that We would exp ect をom a nrm who se market po s1tlon
is Challenged. Thus a distinction needs to be drawn betミゾVeen responses by
Competitors that increase we1fare ( compet1t1on on the merits) and those that
reduce it ( antiCompet1t1ve exclusion) . A simple example of anticompet1t1ve
exclusion is ordover and ｢W illig' s theo等 of predatoげ pro duct innovation: an

incumbent may design a new pro duct aimed at diverting sales away をom the

rival. If this is successful, and provided re- entry is Costly, the incumbent is then
able to raise prices to an anticompetitive level, 魚r he now dominates the
market. The new product) s introduCtion is deemed predatory when the recov-

ery of the costs incurred in developing the new product Can only occur if the

Competitor exits the market, and not をom the sales of the product. 1 8 The

をま きザち びさ"》きき 滲 むが "ゞを薄 利＼ が対 さm謹賀〆をし み髭を詠歎努 が怒孫滋 鶉 娑脇を

behaviour makes no business sense but 魚r its exclusionary e館ect. The example

is somewhat unpersuasive because if consumers value pro duct innovation a

負rm will not innovate unless it anticipates pro負ts. 19 Neverthe1ess, it exempli臼es the gist of the theories of anticompet1t1ve exC1usion: an apparently pro ‐
Compet1t1ve reaction by the dominant nrm excludes rivals and gives the
incumbent the power to enj oy greater pro負ts once riv征s exit. The harm to

eco nomic welfare is note d o nce rivals have le負, but the ro o t cause of the harm

1 6 See R. Epstein ( Monopoly D ominance o r Leve1 P1aying Field? The New Antitrust Paradoズ
( 20 0 5 ) 72 ひれ死な吻 可 C彪℃“" Lのw Reγをw 49 , who argues that exclusio nary b ehaviour by

dominant 鑪rms should not be regulated by US antitrust law.
1 フ J. A. Ordover and G . Saloner ( Predation, Monop olization and Antitrusで in R. Schmalensee and

R. D . Willig 日の"““ooた け 物御所#“ ○““"!zのあれ vol. I (Amsterdam: North‐H olland, 1 9 8 9 )
ch. 9 p . 5 3 8 .

1 8 J. A. ordover and R. D . いゾillig 〔An Economic De目nition o f Predation: Pricing and P ro duct
Innovatiod ( 1 9 8 1 ) 9 1 Mのを Mw 力“““! 8 .

1 9 For a cr1tLque of this approach, see M ･ Motta co物per幼oれ PoZ#“ ( Cambridge : Cambridge
University Press, 2 004) Pp , 454軒6 .

We1魚re ･

In a similar vein, Richard posner has agreed that it is legitimate to enあrce
comp etition laws against dominant 臼rms Which exclude Comp etitors をom the

market, provided that the excluded 目rm is as e範1clent as or more e伍clent than

the dominant Grm and provided that the exclusionary practices carried out by
the dominant 宣rm cannot be justi錠ed as e鮪1clent, 23 The 薊o provisos ensure
that the purpose of competition law remains the maximisation of e伍Ciency the exclusion of a comp etitor is not punished unless the wel魚re e鈷ects are
negat1ve .

The methodolo割｢ suggested by these two tests requires a detailed analysis
of the market in question, Considering the viability of alternative distribu‐
tion channels and the co sts 魚Ced by the incumbent and the Chauenger. The
20 T. G. Krattenmaker) R. H. Lande and s. C. Salop 〔M[onopoly Power and N[arket Power in
Antitrust La汀 ( 1 9 8 7 ) 76 Geo7g拗wれ Lのw ル“γね“ 24 l .

2 1 ordover and Saloner ‘Predation, M[onopolization and Antitrust) p. 566.
22 Krattenmaker et al. ‘A4onopoly Power) .
23 R･ A･ Posner A錺#r“# L“" 2nd edn ( Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 200 1 ) pp江 945 ･

S ome readers might b a故 at seeing P osner cited under a (post‐ Chicago ) heading, given that he is
best 1G1owm 知r adopting a ℃hicago s choor approach. However, I use the (post‐ Chicago ) label
to indicate a paradigm of economlc thought. It is a historicauabel denoting an epo ch of
economic thinJkdng rather than an ideolo gical label. Posner s 1mp ortant book adopts some of the
insights of contemp orary economic thin虹ng. As such it is p ost‐ Chicago an .
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p o st‐ Chicago appro ach shares the goals of the neo classical paradigm but
di俄rs by identiかing a 頑der range of metho ds that may be deployed by a
do minant 白rm to reduce eco no mi c welfare .

2 . 3 Th e e [o n o m i [ f re e d o m p a ra d i g m
Finally, a wider conception o f anticompet1t1ve exclusion is also p o ssible. The
standard of the p ost‐ Chicago paradigm is limited in two ways : 臼rst, it is
concerned only W1th the exclusion of competito rs, not with the exclusion of
or harm to 鑪rms oPerating at other 1evels of trade; second and mo re signi鑪‐
cantly, it is p remised upon a (total wel魚re ) analysis whereby the exclusion or
elimination of a comp etitor is not the harm that comp etition law seeks to
address . The real harm is the dominant 鑪rm exploiting its market power once

the rival is gone . H owever, をom the p ersp ective of ‘ economic をeedom) that we
set out in chapter 2 , the concept o f abuse can be extended to protect market
part1c1p ants をom abusive tactics of dominant 臼rms . This wider p rotection is
justi白ed by economic and political means . From an econom1c p ersp ect1ve,
comp etition law sho uld protect all 塩rms that are threatened by a dominant
Grm' s act1v1t1es , not only Grms that are as e伍1cient as the dominant 臼rm . First,
it is not easy to determine whether a nrm threatened with elimination is ( or
wiu beco me ) mo re ef壬icient than the incurnbent dominant 鑪rm : unless other

臼rms are given an opportunity to establish themselves on the market, new

目rms w山 寛nd it hard to enter. 24 S econd, when a new 臼rm enters it is likely that
the dominant 箪rm wiu b e m o re e伍1cient - it win have an estab lishe d distribu‐

tion network, exp erience o f the market, and generally lower co sts . Unless the

new entrant is a鈷orded some breathing space, it win struggle to enter.25

Accordingly, sa俺guarding pluralism is an important means o f guaranteeing
hea1thy markets , and the discipline of Article 8 2 is necessa1γ あr this reason.
From this p ersp ective, the standard of pro of in the p ost‐ Chicago paradigm 1s
to o high . From a politica1 perspective, a tougher line against dominant 臼rms
can be iusti鑪ed in another way: the economic p ower of a dominant 臼rm is akin
to the p olitical power of the state . H ence, p ublic law standards of contro1
should be extended をom their traditional arena ( administrative p ower) to

regulate analogous mani企stations of economic power.26 0n this basis one

might b e more com知rtab1e W1th a rule prohibiting the 鉱#鬘eね “ of dominance,
but it would b e problematic to enfo rce such a rule. From a slightly di鈷erent
24 But see the aniculate obj ections to this line of argument in E. E1hauge (Why Ab ove Co st Price
Cuts to Drive 0ut Entrants are not Predatory - and the II]【コ1P1ications 食) r D e臼ning Costs and
Market Power) ( 2002 ) 1 1 2 名のを L“w /o “““ Z 6 8 1 P art IV.

25 A p osition anicu1ated by the Commission in DSD [ 2 00 1 ] OJ L 1 66/ 1 p ara. 1 2 1 , where it

reco gnised that it would be economica1ly realistic 知r a new entrant t。 start with a sman
o p erat1o n .

26 see G . Aにmato A 揖宿“5ねれ“ 畝e Bo“"ゐ 可 Power ( oxford: H art Pub1ishing, 1 9 97) p . 66 for a
sin1nar arguInent･
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p erspective, this wider conceptio n of abuse of dominance has been said to have
afヨGinities with private 1aw do ctrines of duress and undue in且uence, as it is

designed (to protect businesses and indi罪duals in their をeedo m to trade〕 ‐“

According to this liberal conceptio n, the abili等 to p art1c1p ate in the market
をee をom unacceptable constraints is a right to be sa崖guarded regardless of
utnitarian considerations about the welfare el目コects of such protection.

2 . 4 Wh i [h sta n d a rd wa s a p p l i e d i n BA / y7拗ねn?
The neo classica1 conceptio n of abuse cannot explain the BA/VZ惚Z" decision,
but the p ost‐ Chicago and the economic をeedom p aradigms can o鈷er an
explanation 魚r the Commission' s 臼nding. The Co mmission) s decisio n demonstrates an uneasy tension - sometimes 魚vouring a consumer wel魚re view
premised up on some p ost‐ Chicago ideas, sometimes supporting the eco nomic
をeedom p aradigm . The reasons why the 1oyalty rebates BA o鈷ered to travel
agents were condemned were the わuowing: ( 1 ) they removed the travel agenで s
をeedo m to select its customers , and this く regardless of any po ssibili可 知r the

travel agents or comp et1ng airlines to m1n1m1se or avoid [ the ] e敞cts ' of the

1oyalty schemes;28 ( 2 ) by o鈷ering discriminatory commissions to travel agents
they distorted compet1t1on among them;29 ( 3 ) they harmed an Bバ s actua1 and
potentia1 comp etitors , and (there魚re harm comp etition in general and so
consumers, rather than only harming certain comp etitors who cannot com‐

pete W1th BA on merit) 30 The 臼rst tWo grounds are based on economic 軽ee‐

dom conceptions, penalising a dominant 臼rm 魚r inter企ring W1th the をeedom
to trade of other market part1c1p ants, whi1e the third ground is p remised up on
a conception of abuse much clo ser to the post‐ Chicago theories by noting

that co nsumer wel魚re is reduced when the dominant 巨rm) s exclusio nary

tactics harm comp etitors who are as e籠cient as BA, and implicitly to1erating
the exclusio n o f les s e伍cient co mp et1to rs .

There is a similar ambiguity in the CFP s ruling that upholds the

C o mmis sio n ) s de cis io n . The CFI held that as a re sult o f BA) s tact1cs :

( [ a] gents were thereby deterred 宜om offering their trave1 agency services to
air1ines in comp et1t1on with BA whose entry into or pro gress in the UK market
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unab1e to o館er any economic e齢1ciency i usti臼cation 魚r the rebate schemes,
1eaving it to in焦らr that the reWard schemes were designed to oust rivals .
0 n the other hand , the CFI retains a 食) cus on the eco no mic 登e e do m

model, by considering the lo sses of travel agents ) independence, and also in
deciding that the actua1 e負翁ects o f BA, s pract1ces are irrelevant‐ Vvith resp ect to
the latter po int, BA noted in its app eal that the market shares of its comp eti‐
tors had increased in spite of the rebate scheme, which might indicate that
there is no anticompet1t1ve exclusion resulting をom the reb ate schemes . The
Court) s resp onse was two jR)ld. First, as a matter of 1aw the CFI ruled that (it
1s not necessary to demonstrate that the abuse in question had a concrete
e銘当ect on the markets concerned‐ It is su範1cient in that resp ect to demonstrate
that the abusive conduct of the undertaking in a dominant po s1t1on tends to
restr1ct comp et1t1on, or, in other Words, that the conduct is cap ab1e of ha･四ing,

or 1ike1y to have, such an eI笹ect. )33 Having proven that BA had market power

and that its comp etitors lacked the resources to compete against it, then
it 魚11oWs that BA) s practices are able to have adverse e鈷ects . This can be
criticised 知r penalising a 臼rm that has 塩nancia1 resources to devise e鈷ective
marketing strategies . More general1y, the Court indicated that there is an
inをingement of Article 82 When a 宜rm attempts to oust rivals, because (the
魚ct that the hoped-魚r result is not achieved is not su飴1cient to prevent a

臼nding of abuse' .34 The Court's second response was that the groWth of
comp etitors was modest and that Without the reb ates くit may legitimately be
considered that the market shares 魚r those comPetitors would have been able

to grow more signi鑪cantly) . 35 It is remarkable how a compet1t1on authority

and court claim to k1ow more about how markets might develop than most
business analysts . It is passages like these that 魚rtiか the criticisms that the
Commission and Courts are devoted to sa企guarding competitors thro ugh the
use o f Artic1e 8 2 . 3 6

It is instructive to contrast the Commission) s ana1ysis With the ruling on

simi1ar 魚cts in the United states.37 Virgin embarked on Private 1itigation and
complained that BA) s incentive agreements With trave1 agents (which, 1ike the
schemes in the UK, provided 貿)r commissions or discounts when certain
thresholds 魚r s ales had been met ) Were in breach of sectio n 1 o f the

sherman Act (prohibiting agreements 1n restraint of trade ) , but this argument
Was dismissed because the court 魚und that Virgin had 魚iled to show that
consumers had su鈷ered . on the contra等, the loyalty agreements Were pro comp et1t1ve: the reward of customer 1oya1ty was 魚 und to be comp et1t1on on
the merits, a conc1usion Which is the exact opposite of that taken by the
European Commission. Virgin claimed that the incentive schemes Were in

breach of section 2 of the sherman Act (the rough equivalent of Article 82 ) ,
33 IbにL para. 293 . 34 Ibidl. para. 297. 35 IbにL para. 298 .
36 The same approach was taken in M党を!ずれ 2 [2003 ] ECR II‐407 1 Paras. 23940.
37 湾ねて!れ A#ねれす化 Aずれ"“" γ. Brfr応力 A耕し"“ ( 200 1 ) 257 F 3d 256.
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const1tut1ng predatory pr1c1ng or as leveraging, but 魚ned. Teu1ngly, the court

began its opinion by restating the concepts underl斑ng antitrust law under
current Us do ctrine : ‘ Foremo st among them is the notion that comp etition
食)sters consumer We1をもre. since comp et1t1on, Which is the very essence of
business, results in lower prices 食)r consumers, it is a Po s1t1ve aspect of the
marketplace . Thus, what the antitrust laws are designed to protect is compe ‐

t1t1ve conduct, not indiwidual competitors. 〕38 The philosophy espoused in this
p assage is very di銅erent をom that animating the bu1k of the Commission) s
d e cis io n o n s imil ar 魚ct s .

Be食)re draW1ng lessons をom this case study, some backgro und to the BA/
しろ"箸!れ dispute 1s necessary to obtain a more comP1ete understanding of this

case ･ First, BA) s strategy shou1d be p1aced in the overa11 context of the re1ationship between the IM0 airlines in the 1 99os . In Janua1y 1 99 1 the Civi1 A切iation
Authority allowed Virgin to op erate nights 奪om Heathrow and since that time

BA had engaged in a ( dirty tricks, campaign against Virgin‐ BA was particu1ar1y
concerned that Virgin Was comp eting against BA on its nnost proGtable routes
( London-New York and London-Tokyo ) , thereby causing a signi臼cant dent in
BA〕 s pro宜ts even if BA new to considerably more destinations than Virgin.
This campaign included espionage and attempts to discredit Virgin, Which

resulted in an exp ensive lawsuit 食)r de魚mation that BA settled. 39 In addition,

BA dep1oyed a strategy known as ‘ sW1tch seuing, Whereby travel agents Wou1d
contact p assengers booked on Virgin nights and o錨er a comparable BA night in
addition to bonus く air mi1es) on BA) s をequent 旦yer pro grammes . Agents that

managed to switch a passenger received a 先5 Marks & Spencer gi負 voucher.40

BA〕 s rebate agreements with travel agents were p art of this campaign, and the
press characterised BA) s rebate schemes as (bribes) to travel agents to seu BA

tickets over those of its competito rs .4 1 second, the Commission)s action
against British Airvvays should be seen in the wider context of the liberalisation
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2 . 5 Th e p ｢ote di ve s[o p e o f A｢ti d e 82

eXc1usionary practices. The roots 食)r the re食)rm of Anticle 82 are inherent in the

In splte of the 1ast two obseNations , which indicate that the Co mmission' s
interest in regulating BA was to ensure that markets were liberalised, the

tective scope of Anticle 82 is the Court)s general statement on the nature of abuse

decision in BA/湾痩物 represents the current appro ach to Article 8 2 and we
can draw three les s o ns 軽o m it . The 臼rst is that the ‘ eco no mic をe edo m '

paradigm has a strong in且uence in regulating dominant grms. BA) s ( dirty
tricks) and its rebate schemes are comparab1e in that they represent attempts to
harm competitors. Asso ciating anti‐comp etitive behaviour with (ungentle‐
manly) commercial conduct also colours much of the rePorting of the dirty
tricks a鈷air. Article 8 2 is a kind o f (bus in ess to rで where 臼rms W1th market

power have obligations to deal 魚irly when 魚ced with comp et1t1on. The
‘ economic をeedom) conception underPinning Artic1e 8 2 anows the abuse

doctrine to prohibit behaviour perceived to be unacceptab1e.44 A particularly
elo quent 魚rmulation of this p oint of 頑ew has been set out by Advocate
Genera1 Kokott, and it is worth quoting extensively:

The starting‐p oint here must be the protective purpose of Article 82 EC. The
provision 魚rms part of a system designed to protect compet1t1on within the
internal market 宣om distortions (Artic1e 3 ( 1 ) ( g) EC) . Accordingly, Article 82

EC, like the other compet1t1on rules of the Treaty, is not designed only or
primarily to protect the immediate interests of indiv1dual competitors or con‐
sumers, but to protect the “r“““r“ 可 物e "の家gr and thus coれ群れ 拗れ “$“虎 解5
のれ 勿5rZr“r#。れる Which has a1ready been Weakened by the presence of the do]minant undertak1ng on the market. In this way, consumers are also indirectly
protected. Because where compet1t1on as such is damaged, disadvantages あr
c o n s um e rs ar e als o t o b e fe are d .

The conduct of a dominant undertaking is not, there魚re, to be regarded as
abusive W1thin the meaning of Article 82 EC only once it has concrete e鈷ects on

individual market part1c1p ants, be they competitors or consumers. Rather, a ねれe
ず のれ““cr of a dominant undertaking is abusive as soon as it r“"5 の“" rer ro rを
P“7Pose of protecting comp etition in the internal market from distort1ons
(Article 3 ( 1 ) ( g) EC) . That is because, as already mentioned, a dominant under‐
ta虹tng bears a particular responsibility to ensure that el節ective and undistorted
competition in the common market is not undermined by its coね““℃r. 45

So comp etition is not an end result (the neo c1assical view) , but a pro cess, or an
institution that is protected because it has an intrinsic value . The protection o f
co nsumers 1s an indire ct b ene宜t and no t the 寅) cus o f the law.

The second lesson is that while the decision might be rooted in an econo]m1c

登eedom paradigm, there is also some attempt to justi行 the adverse 塩nding
us1ng econom1c analysis ; in p articular there are a目白nities between certain parts

of the CFI) s analysis and recent economic thimk1ng abo ut the adverse el曲ects of
44 Ibld. p . 2 2 2 .

45 Case C‐95/o4P B##畝 AかM““ γ. Cα乾物占銘oれ, opmion of AG Kokott, 23 FebruaIy 2006, Paras.
6 8-9 ( emPhasis in the origin証) .

current abuse doctrine. However, one major lmitation in rede臼ning the pro ‐

in the seminal cases, which has been regularly repeated by the iudiciaげ:

Article [ 8 2 ] covers practices which are likely to a俄ct the structure of a market

Where, as a direct result of the presence of the undertalding in question, com‐

petition has a1ready been Weakened, and Which, through recourse to methods
dif1Rerent をom those governing normal competition in products or services based
on traders) perfk)rmance, have the el曲ect of hindering the maintenance or devel‐
opment of the level of compet1t1on stiu existing on the market.46

This p assage suggests a two ‐ stage inquiry: 臼rst the identi6cation of abnormal
conduct, second the e伍ect on comP etition･ The 臼rst limb is problematic in that
it suggests that there are certain 食)rms o f conduct that are a priori abusive in

character. As we wiu 鑪nd below, pro of that a 臼rm engages in such practices is
o箕en su脩1cient to 鑪nd an abuse. If abusive conduct is capable of having
exclusionary e鈷ects, then there is no need to investigate Whether these el曲ects

materialise.47 The presence of such a strict abuse doctrine prevents major

re魚rm . However, the second limb of the test (the e俄ct on comp etition )
a鈷ords the Commission considerable 目exibiliy. As we noted in the co ntext
of Article 8 1 , the Commission has reinterpreted the concept of a restriction of
comp et1t1on so that it means a reduction in consumer we1食もre rather than a

restr1ct1on o f econo mic をeedom. A similar reinterpretation of the above

de臼nition of abuse op ens the p ossibility of rethin虹ng the protective scop e of

Arti cle 8 2 .

The third lesson is about the relationship ben/Veen Article 82 en食)rcennent
and the Community) s p olicy･ This has h/Vo dimensions . The 臼rst relates to the

use of Article 8 2 in industries which have been liberalised recently, where the
concern is to 魚cilitate market access to new entrants that lack the comp et1t1ve
advantages of the incumbents . The e館ect is that the Commis sion ねvours
aggressive en食)rcement of Article 82 in these markets . The second, re1ated,
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current law. Such an appro ach would be consonant w1th the recedmg imp or‐
tance of economic をeedom we noted in chapter 2 when consider1ng Article 8 1 .
From a p olicy persp ective, however, there are three tensio ns if this route 1s
知1lowed. The 鑪rst is that it may be legitimate to app1y tougher abuse standards
in industries which have been recently liberalised as a means of making
markets more competitive. The second tension is with the Commission) s
1nterest ln us1ng comp etition law to promote consumer wel魚re . This can
a節ord the Comm1sslon considerable discretion to regu1ate markets . As we

noted above, the US j udges were unimpress ed with Virgid s claim because
they saw prices 魚1ling as a result of BA〕 s actions , while the Commission noted
that consumers would gain if they were able to obtain a more diverse range of
air1ines o節ering nights . Both saw consumer interests in a di鈷erent light. The
Commission) s broad de鑪nition of 〔 consumer wel魚re) (which we explained in

chapter 4) gives it the power to regu1ate markets in an intrusive manner which
risks undermining the adoption of economic standards . The third source of
tension comes をom the 魚ct that by reducing the protective scop e of Article 8 2
the Commission 1oses the power to use this prov1s1on to regulate markets
where there may be a Community interest in intervening, 知r example to
protect small traders or to promote the integration of the market.
These tensions suggest that one maj or chauenge in deploying an economicキ
based standard to the abuse provision is that other p olicy considerations
militate in 筑vour of a di鈷erent, more aggressive, role 魚r Article 82 . In 魚ct,
until now the concept of abuse has been shap ed by re髭rence to a range of
diverse values . There魚re this chapter is organised by exploring how di鈷erent
values have in魚rmed en知rcement, and how the shi賃 away をom economic
をeedom and towards consumer wel魚re might be accomplished, to gether with

the limits of this re知rm process.48 Section 3 considers how the abuse concept
applies to the exercise of market p ower designed to restrict the output of rivals

by raising their costs.49 Here there is a tension in the case law because, on the
one hand, it appears that the rules are をamed according to p ost‐ Chicago

e co no mic the ori es , while , o n the other hand , at times it s eems as if the rules

are designed to protect market part1c1p ants . Section 4 is about how the abuse
do ctrine applies to the exercise of market power to harm other market p arti‐
cip ants who are not comp etitors of the dominant arm, an appro ach which is
most closely asso ciated with the economic 登eedom mo del. Section 5 shows
how the abuse concept has been used to support market integration.
48 Vvhile o ccasional rel俺rence to US antitrust law is made, direct comP arison between s . 2 of the

sherman Act and Article 82 is undesirable as the two Prov1s1ons re且ect dif幹ering regulato ]“
philo sophies , There may be overlaps and siInLuarities on occasion but not systematically. Thus
the list of abuses does not corresP ond 寳Luy to a list one would make of ]mlonop olisation under
s . 2 , which is primarily concerned with the abuses analysed in section 3 . For an exploration of the
dif学ヨerences , see T . E‐ Kauper (VVhither Anticle 8 6? obseNations on Excessive Prices and Realsals
to D eal) 1 99 0 勤務初物 Co覆わγの せg Lのw r俗物“ を ( Hawk ed. 1 98 9 ) , especiany pp . 65 1 -5 .

49 Krattenmaker et al. ‘M[onopoly P ower, .
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The most common concern in EC competition law has been practices that

魚rce riva1s out of markets and/ o r prevent the entry of new rivals . 50 These are at

the centre of the Commission) s reform process , where the tension between the
economic をeedom and p ost‐ Chicago models of abuse is most acute. いノe start
by exp1oring the theory of (raising rivals' costs) so as to provide a をamework 魚r
exp1oring how 魚r the current abuse do ctrine requires re魚rm if one wishes to
dep art をom the economic をeedom mo del.

3 ･ 笹 Ra i s i n g 『iva l s電OSt5
In certain markets competitors are ln a s1tuation of economic dep endence

vis- をvis the dominant 負rm. D鋤お虎e Bのたね pro題des an apt iuustration.5 1 The

dominant 塩rm held a statutory monopoly over the supply of rail transport
sewices in Germany. These services were used by transp ort 鑪rms to move
containers をom ports in Northern Germany, Belgium and the Nether1ands .
Deutsche Bahn sold its services in a discriminatory manner: it charged less to
Transをecht ( the transport 臼rm that operated をom the German p ort which was
8 0 p er cent owned by Deutsche Bahn) and more to operators transportlng
containers をom Belgium and the Netherlands . The impact of this was an
1ncrease in container tra籏c to Hamburg and a decrease of tra錐c through the
Dutch and Belgian ports . Deutsche Bahn promoted its services at the expense
o f those of the Dutch and Belgian rail operators and also promoted the
interests of its transport subsidiary. The Commission considered this a part1‐

cularly serio us abuse because it negated the EC's aim to develop international

combined transport services in the EC.52 This is a clear example of how a
dominant 五rm can raise costs 貿)r its rivals, possibly causing them to leave the

market, thereby alloW1ng the dominant 員rm to increase prices once rivals have
b e e n elimi nat e d .

A rival' s costs may also be raised when there is no economic dependence.
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Both Practices have the same e鈷ect - excluding a comP etitor をom the dominant 臼rm) s market . 54

Rivals) costs can also be raised indirectly through contractual agreements
with customers that make it more exPensive 魚r comp etitors to 1ure customers
away をom their contracts with the dominant 鑪rm. For examP1e, a long‐term
contract with a penalty clause can raise rivals) costs , because in order 魚 r the
rival to induce the customer to switch, his Price has to make it worthwhile 魚r
the customer to break the current contract, p ay the P enalty clause and buy the
Pro duct をom the new entrant . This scenario deters entげ by raising co sts and

consolidates the incumbent) s dominance . 55 ･Whi1e the P enal等 clause bene鑪ts

both the dominant 臼rm and the consumer ( the monoP olist can lower Prices
b ecause he win collect rents when the Penalty claus e is en食)rced) , Prices would
be even lower if other entrants could comp ete - the p enalty clause excludes
more e舘1cient entrants . The consumer signs the contract b ecause of uncer‐

tainty on his Part about the entry of a cheaPer suPP1ier: a宣er all, if au other
consumers sign the long‐term contract with the incumbent, then the new entry
will n o t m at e ri ali s e .

A do minant 鑪rm will o負en us e b o th direct and indirect means to eliminate a

comP et1tor, as evidenced by British Sugar) s diversi鑪ed strategy to raise NaPier

Brown)s (NB) costs.56 NB was a sugar merchant comPeting with British Sugar

which dominated the retai1 market and which was also the largest Producer of
sugar in the UK, ho1ding a do minant P OS1t1on uP stream of NB ･ British Sugar〕 s
el目コo rts to exclude NB included refusals to suPply NB with industrial sugar, a
move that would (PreciPitate NB〕 s withdrawal をom the retail sugar market)
and a discriminatory re台usa1 to suPP1y beet- or1gln sugar‐ ハイ[o reover, British
Sugar raised NB〕 s co sts directly by reducing its retail sugar Price by a margin
greater than its costs of pro cessing industrial sugar, a price neither NB , nor any
other elヨ61cient 負rm, would be able to match b ecause they bought industrial
sugar をom British Sugar and would have to include the cost of processing this
in their retai1 Price . In addition, British Sugar raised NB〕 s costs indirectly by
o節ering a rebate to buying group s who committed themselves to buying
exclusively 宜om it。
From an economic PersP ective, these Practices can b e challenged because
they raise the cost to the dominant 症rm)s rivals, reducing their outPut, allowing
the dominant 目rm to act like a monoPolist once co]mP etitors eXit. Pro後ss。rs
Krattenmaker and SaloP have proPosed a two ‐ steP analysis 食)r exclusionary
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Practices : Grst, whether the conduct in question く unavoidably and sign進cantly
increases the co sts of its comPetitors〕 and, second, whether ra1s1ng rivals) costs
( enables the excluding 五rm to exercise monoP oly p ower - that is , to rais e Price

above the comPetitive lever .57 The anticomPet1t1ve conduct takes P1ace in two

stages : in the 臼rst stage rivals) costs are raised, in the second, the newly acquired
P ower is exP1oited. one signi饉cant di伍culty in translating this metho d into
comp etition law en魚rcement is that comp et1t1on authorities intervene at the
grst stage , If intervention is delayed until the second stage ( only punishing the
exp1oitation of a dominant p o s1tlon, and not the exclusion of rivals ) then any
remedy is unlikely to restore the market to the status quo ante, as comP etitors
have already exited and new entrants may take time to have an imP act. It is
imp erative 魚r the en魚rcement action to take P1ace at the time when the
dominant Grm is excluding rivals . At this stage one should establish whether
the practices of the dominant 宜rm are likely to eliminate rivals and give the
aggressor the P ower to raise prices . This creates the risk of T,塵e l errors in that
the comP et1t1on authority might Punish e伍ciency enhancing conduct by
dominant 臼rms : o箕en the conduct in question seems to bene鑪t consumers

by bringing lower prices . A P articularly demanding task is to distinguish
harm餌1 宜om beneGcial means of comp eting.

い!e have illustrated various strategies 魚r ra1s1ng rivalゞ costs that have been

deP1oyed by dominant 損rms in the EC; however, the Community) s Pract1ce 1n

these cases eschews the kind of analysis ProPosed by Krattenmaker and salop .

The EC P enalises the dominant 臼rm only up on a showing that the costs to

riva1s have been raised, and o箕en it do es so w1thout even quanti車ng exPressly

by how much those co sts have increased. This is not b ecause the EC presumes

that the dominant 臼rm win exP1oit its dominant PO S1t1on uP on Pro of of

ant1comP et1t1ve exclusion, rather that exclusion in itself is an abuse of domi‐
nance, su鈷ocating the economic をeedom of market Players . However, the

54 s ee also De“ ≠立花 Tez衣oれ [ 2003 ] OJ L26 3/9 , where the wholesale Price of the essential 魚dlity

owned by the dominant 鑪rm was higher than its retail Price, Preventing Pro臼table ent主y at the
ret ail level : dis cus s ed 負lrther in ch . 1 2 .

55 J . F . Brodley and c. A. Ma ℃ontract Penalties, Mo noP olizing Strategies, and Antitrust Policゾ

( 1 9 93 ) 45 勁“欲or“ L“w R貌gw l 1 6 1 , dra頑ng uPon p . Agihon and p . B olton ℃ontracts as a
B arrier to Entヴ ( 1 9 8 7 ) 77 A れg7党微 Eの れ o “ ‘c R8yをw 3 8 8 , and i1lustrating this with reference to
ん“ 》 > ‘

Cas e C 3 3 3 / 9 4P Te かの Pの を γ. Co 物 拗5ゆ れ [ 1 9 9 6 ] ECR I 5 9 5 1 .

56 村““zer Brow"“γ!あれ S“gの作 1 98 8 ] OJ L284/4 1 .
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Geno a. 58 The commisslon 魚und that the Corp oration of P 1lots of the port of

Geno a had an exclusive nght to o鈷er P1lotmg se的ices and thus a monoP oly.
Pilotmg rates discnminated against certain transP ort 魚ms, with the e鈷ect that
魚ur 負rms were quoted rates 6 5 p er cent lower than their comP etitors . In
analysmg the anticomp etitive impact of this discrimination, the Commission

concluded that the e鈷ect was to P1ace ( any other oPerating comp any or

company wishing to gain access to the route at a competitive disadvantage〕 59

Anti [o m p e titive ex[ I U si o n
market share of 9 1 . 8 P er cent in UHT machines and where there were no other

likely co mP etitors given the high costs of entry. The Commission concluded
that the acqu1s1t1on of the licence was an abuse because it (raised considerably
or even insurmountably the barriers to ent等. The e鈷ect of blocking or delaying
the entry of a new comp etitor is au the more serious in a market such as the
present one already dom1nated by Tetra because a new entrant is virtually the
only way at the present time in which Tetra) s P ower over the market could be

This do es not go 魚r enough to prove adverse e鈷ects because, on the routes in
question, there remained a number of comp etitors . The Commission should
1nvestigate 鉦rther whether the 廠voured undertakings were behaving in a
cartel‐like manner, taking advantage of the high entry barriers created by the
price discrimination, and whether the price discrimination Practised by the
Port authorities had the e鈷ect of exc1uding potential comp etitors that would
have broken up any antico mpetitive behaviour by the 魚ur 魚voured 塩rms .
It is likely that the Commission will be able to 鑪nd evidence that the rivalゞ
exclusion strengthens the market power of the Protected 臼rms, and also

challenged262 Here the Commission)s analysis is pre先rab1e to that in the other

instance, in its decision on landing 企es in Brussels,60 the discriminatory 企es

ductive because it allows ine伍1cient 且rms to remain in the market, excluding

evidence that the practices are having an adverse e鈷ect on comp etitors . For
魚vo ured Sab ena over B ritish Midland, which at the time was a new company

making hea、す inroads into S abena) s market. It would be Possible to 鑪nd
evidence establishing that by eliminating British Midland, Sabena' s prices
would increase, P erhaps noting how Sabena) s Prices changed upon British
Midland' s entry into the market. Moreover, it would be imPortant to consider
not only whether British Midland) s costs were raised but also whether there
were any other comp etitors whose costs were equally raised, thereby estimating
the true degree of 魚reclosure achieved by the discriminatory p ractices so as to
gauge the risk of anticompet1t1ve pricing. Instead, in both of these cases the
Commission was more interested in showing that the measures were protec‐

tionist, designed to 魚vour national 錠rms.6 1 W7hile the Commission)s concerns
over market integration might have 1ed, incidentally, to a result that is con‐

sistent with economic wel魚re, a more exP1icitly e鈷ects ‐based examination of
the 魚cts would render these decisions compatible with an economics‐based

analysis of abuse. The risk the Commission runs, of course, is that if the

econom1c evidence shows that the discriminatory tactics have no 魚reclosure
e鈷ects, then the dominant 鑪rm is をee to carry out what has been considered the

most egregious breach of EC competition law: p artitioning the internal market.

A decision which is in line with the aPproach canvassed above is Ter" P“た Z ‐
Here, Tetra pak, dominant in the market 魚r UHT mi故 Packaging, acquired

Liquipak. LiquiP ak held an exclusive licence over a new method of UHT mi故
p ackaging which, prior to the merger, was being deve1oped j ointly with E1op ak.
With the merger, the exclusive licence belonged to Tetra Pak. The e節ect of the
merger was to prevent E1opak をom entering the market, where Tetra he1d a
58 [ 1 997 ] OJ L30 1 /27.

59 Ibid. para, l 3 ,

60 [ 1 995 ] OJ L2 l 6/8.

6 1 Ibidり especially Para. 1 7.

decisio ns because there is evidence that E1oPak would have entered but 魚r

Tetra) s acqu1s1t1on of the licence, and that there were no other comP etitors
1ikely to penetrate the market. Having raised the only rival)s costs, Tetra Pak

obtained the Power to exploit its dominance.63

In sum, if the Co mmission W1shes to condemn exclusionaIγ tactics using a
mo re economi cs ‐ o riented 宣amewo rk, then a dominant 鑪rm) s tactics which

exclude rivals should not be condemned mere1y upon pro of of anticipated
exclusion or P ossible exclusion, or the 魚ct that the conduct is not comp et1t1ve
on the merits . To sa企guard economic 宣eedom to such levels is counterp ro -

more e鏥1cient market part1clpants. By attempting to promote economic をeedom one might sti且e it. on the contra等, economic 宣eedom would be maximised by Penalising dominant 且rms only when the evidence shows that the
exclusionary tactics may 魚cilitate monop oly pr1c1ng. That is, drawing on
the second limb of the abuse test set out at p age 1 7 1 , the Commission should

prove how 魚r obj ectionable conduct is likely to have anticompetitive e鈷ects.
3 2 B e l OWてO St p rKi n 9

Below‐cost Pr1c1ng can exclude or discipline comPet1tors溝ncreasing the mar‐
ket Power of the dominant arm. In contrast to the above exclusiona1γ tactics,
where harm is caused by targeting the rival ( e. g . by dealing with it so as to ra1se
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essential ingredient of comp et1t1ve markets) and un節鶏 predatory pncing. Part
of the dif1Eiculty in this area is due to れ1zzy terIninology: 1lterally, to describe a
tactic as Predatory iInlp1ies an aCt of aggression against the c。mp etit。r, but if

鉢燃 をク 浮熱い劣る銀毅 怒れ訟彰〉接ぎすぐ包め仇の 勿 《#ネ夜叉 ゑを弁 球

this is the Case then Predatory Pr1C1ng enComPasses の“ヅ Pr1C1ng strategy which
has eXdusionary e且或ects; the label is too broad‐ Accordingly, the discussion here
will 食)cus uPon らeかれ/‐cosr Pr1c1ng, and other sections exP1ore other Pr1c1ng
strategies that might have exclusionary el饉鏑ects ‐
The US SuPreme Court has exPressed doubts about the likelihood that 負rms
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drive the competitor out of business, but the comPetitor believes that the
dominant 鎧rm is able to a鈷ord an extensive Predatory pr1c1ng camPaign and
this su籠ces to deter entry. These strategies can lead to the competitor exlt1ng
the market, or to it re鉦sing to make new investment and innovate, and at the

same time may deter other potential entrants , e鈷ects that bene五t the do minant

員rm and re duce eco no mic wel魚re . 69

However, these economic insights have had little impact uPon legal stand‐

ards.70 Courts have suggested that below‐cost Pricing is abusive when the

would engage in below‐cost pr1c1ng, by considering the Chicago School)s
crlt1ques. First, a decision to engage in below‐ cost pricing is very costly, as it

prices of the dominant 臼rm ねll below a certain measure of cost. 7 1 In the EC,

competitors . Second, the last 鑪rm standing must be able to raise prices to an

below average total cost (ATC ) (variab1e costs plus 臼xed costs, i. e . costs that do
n。t vary according to quant1t1es produced) but above AVC may be predatory

is unclear how long the prices have to be set b elow cost in order to drive out
ant1comp etitive 1evel so as to recoup the 1o sses it has su鈷ered‐ AJrエーost inevi-

tably high prices invite new entrants, reducing the Predator)s Pro臼ts, making
the strategy unworkable. Given the considerable cost, uncertainW and risk

present in any decision to engage in a below‐ cost pricing campaign, the
SuPreme Court reached the conclusion that (predatory pr1c1ng schemes are
rarely tried, and even more rarely successfur . 65
This scepticism has been called into question. Consider the 知1lowing snapshot of scenario s where below‐ cost prlc1ng 1s possible . 66 First, when the

dominant 負rm has vast resources with which to ねnance an aggress1ve pr1c1ng
campaign, and the prey only enough resources to nght the Predator 魚r a short

time) then be1ow‐cost pricing is rational. Second, a bout of below‐ cost pricing
may su伍1ce to establish a ‘reputation) for below‐cost pr1c1ng, thereby deterring

entry.67 Here the dominant 錠rm needs to reduce price in only 。ne market,

making the victim believe that it is caPable of a more widespread pricing tact1c.
Third, a くcost signalling) strate野7 can be designed to make the prey believe that
the dominant 鑪rm has lower production costs than the prey. Fourth, be1ow‐
cost prlc1ng might be a tactic to くso員en uP) a potentia1 takeover target, lowering

its value be食)re launching a takeover bid. 68 The success of these 魚ur tactics
relies 。n in魚rmational asy1onmetries : in the 饉rst, the dominant 且rm knows

how many resources the prey has, while in the (reputation〕 and (so員ening up〕
models, the prey is ignorant 。f the true costs or motivation of the predator. In

the reputation model, it is unnecessary 食)r the dominant 負rm to be able to

65 Mのお“虎!rの Ezec. r"““#““ Co. ッ. Ze履物 R““!o 475 US 574 ( 1 986) . For a Chicago v1ew, see

F. H, Easterbrook (Predatory Strategies and Counterstrategieゞ ( 1 98 1 ) 48 ひ彬γ“説ラ ヴ C初℃“go

Lの“ Re劣れ“ 2 6 3 .

66 For a summaーγ but more 魚rmal economic expos1t1on, see J. Church and R. いノare r"““5r#“
○忽“ね!z錺われ - A srr“ 花“c APProの虎 PP . 647一5 8 ( Bosto n : I吶颯n McGraw Hill, 2000 ) .

67 p. Milgrom and J. Roberts (Predation, Reputation and Entry Deterrencぎ ( 1 982) 27 /o“rれ“ 可

Ecoねo靴化 T亥の“ 280; D. Kreps and R. Wilson ‘Reputation and Imper俺ct Informatio甘 ( 1 982 )
2 7 /o“““ 可Ecoねo“‘℃ T""77 253 ; G. Saloner (Predation, Merger and Incomplete Inわrmatiod
( 1 9 8 7 ) 1 8 想･ND わ“"“ ヴ Eco " “ !℃5 1 65 .

68 M. R. Burns くpredatory Pricing and the Acquisition Costs of Competitors) ( 1 986) 94 メo“r““ ヴ
PO Z‘r!℃“Z Eco"α?リア 266 ‐

prices below average variab1e cost (AVC) are always predatory, while prices

when there is evidence of a P1an to drive out a c。mPetitor. 72 The justiぬcation
魚r a cost‐based standard is that a 鑪rm setting a Price which does not cover its

variable costs is acting irrationally because it 魚ils to recover any 。f its pro duction costs. The in俺rence is that it is choosing to su曲er a temporary loss as a
means of ousting a comp etitor. い7hen prices are above AVc and below ATC
the ねrm is recovering its marginal costs, which can be a rational short‐term

strate簔が, thus an in企rence 。f predato呼 prlc1ng cannot be reached without

evidence that the prices are set with the aim 。f ousting a competitor. Evidence
of exclusionary intent includes prices that are unnecessarily low to compete
with the other 目rms, and low prices charged only to customers that are loyal
to the competito r while prices to the dominant 五rm) s loyal customers
remain high. 73
If we re食r back to the economic mo dels summarised above, there are a
number of problems in the decision to use cost as the means to determine

Predatory pr1c1ng. First, the cost‐based standard might be over‐ inclusive

b ecaus e it 魚ils to determine whether the elimination o f a rival will re duce
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This is why the US Supreme Court has requlred that there must be evidence
that the predator is able to recoup lts 1o sses 魚r a 丘nding of below‐ cost pr1c1ng
to stick. This requires a showing that a負er the below- cost price predatory
camp aign the predator is able to set supracomp et1t1ve prices , or exploit some
other advantage so as to recover the losses sustained during the predatory
prlclng camp aign. The amount thus recovered must be く su伍1cient to compensate 魚r the amounts exp ended on the predation, including the time value of

the money invested in it) . 74 According to the Court, recoupment is only
後as ible if the market structure 鮠cilitates it : the market sho uld b e co ncentrate d

and entry barriers high. This requirement sharp ens the accuracy of the co stbas ed test, by minimising the cost of T斑〉 e l errors . Second, the cost‐based
standard also raises practical questions as to which co st should be taken into
account; in the United States the Sup reme Court has declined to give guidance
and a variety of di節erent tests are used by Federa1 Circuits . In the EC the AVC
standard is generally applied but is modi負ed when it is necessary to take into

consideration sp eci鑪c 俺atures of an industry. 75 ･When the cost benchmark is

decided, there is the practical di範1culty of measuring such costs , so the op erational co sts of this test are high. Third, the inclusion of an ( intention) require‐
ment in the EC test is ambiguous, 魚r surely most 巨rms wish to see rivals
disappear. As the United States Court of App eals , Seventh Circuit, in AA

because (the aim p ursued, which is to maintain undistorted comp et1tLon, rules
out wa1t1ng until such a strategy leads to the actual elimination of comp et‐

1tors〕 77 Again here, there is con館sion between the elimination of a comp etitor

and the elimination of comP et1tlon - the disaPp earance of one 塩rm do es not

necessarily lead to a reduction in consumer wel魚re .
The Court) s aggressive below‐ co st pr1c1ng standard is more suited to the
protection of economic 宣eedom, but 掟ts uncomあrtably with economic stand-

ards . However, even をom an economic をeedo m perspective the law is too

aggressive as it 魚 cuses on the harm to a comp etltor without re且ectio n on

whether the comp et1t1ve pro cess is stined. A p ossible compromise is to design a
standard that on1y p enalises conduct likely to harm the comp et1t1ve pro cess ,

and which is also in line with the Commission) s wish to apply competition law

to protect consumer wel魚re, thereby protecting both economic をeedom and
e脩1ciency. An example might be the model prop osed by Pro俺ssors Bolton,
Bro dley and Riordan. They suggest a 巨ve ‐ steP inquiry to test whether below‐
cost pricing is o ccurring: ( 1 ) a 癲cilitating market structure; ( 2 ) a scheme of
predation and supp orting evidence; ( 3 ) probab1e recoupment; ( 4) price below

cost; and ( 5 ) absence of a business justi巨cation or an e伍ciencies de俺nce. 78 The

錠rst three steps 食)rm part of a 鑪rst tier of analysis, anowing a court to dismiss

po“#“ F““5 r"℃. 仏 Rosg ACre F“れs r"G , noted: ‘ Firms “ intend), to do au
the business they can, to crush their rivals if they can . . . Entrepreneurs who
work hardest to cut their pr1ces win do the most damage to their rivals, and

they 、Will see good in it , . . "6 As a result, looking 知r evidence that the dominant
鑪rm planned the rival) s demise is unhelp鉦1: that in魚rmation teus us nothing

more than that the dominant 鑪rm sees the rival as a comp etitor to be
concerned about. Finany, the gap between economic theory and 1egal standards is even wider in the EC because there is no obligation to show that
predatory pr1c1ng win be successf｢ul‐ In T1gかの Pの穴 2 the appenants had pressed
the Court to Gnd that, in addition to below‐ cost p r1c1ng, the Commission
should have to prove that the de髭ndant had a reasonable prospect of reco up ‐
ing the losses incurred during the below‐cost pr1c1ng campaign, but the ECJ
was unwining to take this step . I]n its view, ( it must be possible to penalise
predatory pr1c1ng whenever there is a risk that comp etitors win be e1iminated)
74 Brooを G7。拗 L畝 γ, Browね & W!ZZ!““5o“ 富の““ の". 509 US 209, 226 ( 1 993 ) .
75 F0r examP1e' m Dg霧5のe PO5r AG [ 200 u OJ L 1 25/27 paras･ 8- 1 0･ Here Deutsche pOSt had a

statuto等 Public se円1ce obligatio n to be the carrler of last resort 女)r Parcels, which meant that it
had to keeP a Parcel deliveIγ inをastructure in P1ace even W1thout it oPerating. The Commission
ruled that a Price Would be predato尊7 if it Was below the !"“の猪髭ね 云のZ Cosr of producing the

indiVidua1 se1｢vice Where the 目rm is accused of pricing Predato rily, W流thout inc1uding in this cost
the running costs of the Public se1Vice obligation‐ The e鈷ect of this Was that in op erating the new
Parcel se四流ce, D eutsche Po st need not recover any of the variable costs that Wo1田[d have to be
sPent anyway given its Pub1ic se1円Vice obligation‐ The Practical imPact of this is that Deutsche
Post is able to charge a price below the AVC as calculated 寅)1loW1ng the AKZ〇 rule.

76 8 8 1 F 2d 1 3 96 at 1 40 1 ‐2 ( 1 9 8 9 ) .

77 乾すγの P水 2 [ 1 996] ECR I-595 1 para. 43 . The Advocate Generd Was even more categorical. In his
view Predatory Pricing is in itself anticomPetitive (para, 78 ) .

78 p. BoltonJ. F. Brodley and M. H. Riordan 〔predatory Pricing: Strategic Theory and Lega1 Poliヴ
( 2 000 ) 8 8 Ggo7g#owね Lのw メ。坊拗Z 22 3 9 .
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a reputation 魚r Predatory pricing. These 魚cts serve to ident均 whether the
market in question is suscePtib1e to predatory Pricing designed to create a

compet1tors) which 魚cilitated the 臼nding that the pr1c1ng was designed to

domlnant Grm is acting in a predatory manner, the cost standard is invoked.

above- cost pr1c1ng abuse) in these ways , the 1aw p enalises ef五cient conduct:
if the Prices are not be1ow co st, an equally ef寺Eicient comp etitor shou1d match

reputation 魚r predation. once the market conditions demo nstrate that the

Even though econo mists agree that Prices above total cost co uld b e predato等,
the predatory pr1c1ng test must a鈷ord a su伍cient degree of certalnty, especially
when it comes to Pricing decisions, which every 且rm will make on a regu1ar
basis . The test is necessarily undepinclusive ( creating a risk of T1塵e 2 errors )
but above ‐ cost Predatory tactics are tolerated because it allows 魚r a more
workab1e ru1e ( lowering costs of compliance ) .
An approach 1ike this can serve to bring the law on b elow‐ co st pricing clo ser

to identi行ing markets where below‐ cost prlclng strategies are more likely to

o ccur and be successful, a1lowing the abuse doctrine to evolve towards a

standard based on consumer wel魚re, whlle at the same time o鈷ering dominant
負rms a rule which gives them a degree of certainty. Note that while embracing a

p o st- Chicago theory reduces the protective scope of Artic1e 82 , this does not

mean that the scop e 魚r growing the abuse doctrine ls sti且ed. For example, the
Community has not yet used the notion of (rep朧tation el目当ects ) in predatory

prlclng cases , but the mo de1 co ns idered above wo uld allow the Commission to

apply Article 82 to these Practices in a rigorous manner. 79 And by catching on1y

conduct that damages the comP et1t1ve process, the standard sal食ジguards eco …

nomic をeedo m more el曲ective1y than the current law.
3 . 3 A b o v e ‐ [ o s t d i s [ o u n ts

From an econom1c persPect1ve, predatory pr1c1ng could entail above‐ cost

P rices also, but the model suggested above required below‐ cost pricing because

it tolerates a T,塵 e 2 error 魚r ease of compliance. There is a1so a risk that
penalising above‐ cost disco unts can lead to T'塵e 1 errors : a箕er all, above ‐ cost
discounts are e伍1cient. The Commission however also penalises a Grm that
o鈷ers above‐ co st discounts but only if it do es so in a selective manner when it

塩nds evidence that the selective Prices are designed to drive a competitor out of

the market. Dis co unts have b een 魚 und abusive when o 鈷ered to customers

who are likely to switch to a comp etitor)s goods - these might b e targeted at

certain geographical areas, or at sPeciGc customers･ 80 The nndings of abuse

have been restricted to grms that hold a particu1arly strong pos1t1on on the
market, suggesting that discriminato ry discounts by dominant grms with less
signi鑪cant degrees of market P ower are not abusive･ Moreover, in all cases the

dominant 臼rm used selective pr1clng as one tactic among others to exclude
79 There is a hmt of recognition that a dominant 6rm may create a (reputation) 知r certain kinds of
conduct m Case 2 7/ 76 び拗花“ B拗ねゐ γ. Co 物 “2!55‘o ね [ 1 9 7 8 ] ECR 207 Para. 1 92 .

80 For examLp1e, the (border rebates) in rrおれ 枷"作 1 999 I ECR II-2969 and the selectively low prices
in AKZ0 [ 1 9 9 1 1 ECR I ‐ 3 3 5 9 .

exclude new 目rms . However, even when limiting the scop e of the (selective

the discounts and render the strategy worth1ess･ According1y, the 1aw Protects

the economic 宣eedo m of all 巨rms, even tho se that are less efお1cient than the
de 俺n d ant .

3 .4 D i stn b u ti o n a g ree m e nts fo re [l os i n g entry
The Commission regularly conde1nLns distribution agreements by donninant
鑪rms when their el節ect is to 友)rec1o se entry by P otential comp etitors . The mlost
stringent attack has been on discount and reb ate schemes og或ered to distrib-

utors . The Commission〕 s investigations are characterised by an extremely
detailed examination of the 虹nd of discount and rebate scheme in question,

and the cases de行 easy classigcation.8 1 However, the Commission)s aPProach
is basically a two -step one. 82 First, the detai1ed analysis of the distribution

contracts is designed to answer one question: do the rebates induce loyalty?
The answer is ineVitab1y in the a目firmative, and is explained in this way: the
distributor, be魚re the discount, is already bu班ng a large amount of goo ds
をom the dominant 負rm. As a resu1t, a reb ate o鋳ered if the distributor buys
even more of its supplies from the dominant 6rm must induce 1oyalty. Second,
loya1t折inducing rebates may be j usti腟ed only if the disco unt renects genuine
cost savings . So 魚r no 宜rm has been able to o鈷er such i usti塩cation.
APP軍ng the 負rst limb, the Commission has 魚und abuse in vo1ume rebates

( conditional on the customer obtaining all annual requirements exclusive1y

宣om one 饉rm) ;83 target rebates ( conditional on the customer reaching a set
number of Purchases) ;84 and top slice rebates ( discount only if the customer

buys more than the usual amounts ) . 85

Having shown that rebates are loyalty inducing, the rebate is abusive 宣olm

the day the contract is signed･ There is no need to Prove 1ike1y e鈷ects; proof of
8 1 For a more detailed analysis, see AJones and B. Suをin E℃ Co7勿P錺!#われ L“" 雷g兀ち C“se5 “"“

Mのけ物為 2nd edn ( oxl民)rd: ○×1k)rd University Press, 2004) pp . 4 l 9-5 0; L Gyselen (What is an
Abuse of a Dominant Position? Rebates : CornLp et1t1on on the N[erits or Exclusionary Practice? )
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the 金st two 魚ctors shows that rebates have an andcomp e世ive く obi ecで and so
are unlawful: ‘ it 1s not neCessaIy to demonstrate that the abuse in question had
a concrete e鈷ect on the markets concerned. It is su鮠cient m this respect to
demonstrate that the abusive conduct . . . tends to restrlct comp et1tlon, or 1n
other words , that the conduct is capable of having, or is likely to have, such an

e節ect. )86 Even unsuccess飼l attempts are abuslve, provided they are 物たねを“ to
exclude competitors . 87 Moreover, in the 髭w decislons where harm is dis‐

cuss e d , the C o urt assumes that thes e tactics re duce co nsum er wel筑re W1tho ut

detailed analysis . 88 The leve1 of concern over exclusivity agreements 1s so strong

that the Commission is unwiuing to excuse such an agreement even if it is a

response to demands of power餌l buyers. 89

The Commission) s policy has been criticised あr deploying a p er se prohibition against many discount1ng practices which are normal business behav‐

iour. 9O Granted the dominant 臼rm is able to o鈷er discounts, but only if these

renect the dominant 五rm)s cost savings (which would be the case with a
discount purely linked with the volume of purchases which would allow the
dominant 臼rm to plan productio n in advance) , or because the purchaser
con俺rs additional bene塩ts on the dominant 目rm ( e . g. prompt payment, or

advertising the 宜rm)s goods) .9 1 Dominant 負rms may not use pr1ce strateg1‐

cally. This is unnecessarily restrictive because it ignores the p o ssibility that a
rebate scheme cou1d be the most el目当ective means of giving incentives to
distributors to market goo ds aggressively, and thereわre it is a cost‐ saving
strategy‐ AJternatives might entai1 Visits to distributors to inspect their pract1‐
ces, which are more co stly and can breed ill l慶一eling bet･ゾVeen contracting p arties .
However, there is an intuitive logic behind the Commission) s p er se approach,
in that exclusivity agreements are imp ortant when launching a new product,
and dominant nrms, by their very dominance, do not need to promote their
goods as much as new entrants . Furthermore, some might see the strict
appro ach as a re且ection of the economic をeedom value in EC comp et1t1on
law whereby any restriction of economic をeedom is chastised, an appro ach
which is inconsistent with the economics‐based app ro ach that animates con‐

temporary comp etition law.92
86
87
88
89
9O

湾慮れ侶A [ 200 0 ] OJ L3 0/ 1 p ara. 2 93 ; similarly, M化をなれ 2 [ 2002 ] OJ L 1 43 / l para. 23 9 .
BA γ, CO物 "!‘5Sわれ [ 200 3 ] ECR II - 5 9 1 7 para, 294,
E. g. Ho潮拗“れれ L“ Rocを [ 1 9 79 ] ECR 46 1 P ara. 90 .
BPB γ. Co 勿“?“55zoカ ー 1 99 3 ] ECR II ‐ 3 8 9 P aras . 6 8 and 70 ( a住む耳1ed by ECJ G 3 1 0/9 3 P ) .
D , Ridyard ‘Exdusionaげ P ricing and Price Discrimination Abuses under Article 82 - An
Economic Analysis) [ 2002 ] E“ropeのれ α物Per斂o" M" R8γをW 2 8 6 .

9 1 Ho潮物“れれ L“ Ro℃"@ [ 1 9 79 ] ECR 46 1 para. 90; BA γ. の筋繊鋭o燭 2 00 3 ] ECR II 5 9 1 7 para. 246

( 〔 Quantity rebates are thus deemed to re且ect gains in e報ciency and economies of scale achieved
by the dominant underta軽ng' ) . See the Commission) s discussion of a settlement reached with
Co ca Cola, N!竹ere鍬 物 R鐸)orr o" ℃の物影#メカoれ Po!‘“ ( 1 98 9 ) PP . 6 5-6 .

92 Kauaugher and sher ( Rebates Revisited' are among the many to suggest that the economics‐

based trans知rmation of Article 8 1 no longer j ustines an economicをeedom‐based appro ach
un der Article 8 2 .
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A simple way of reあrming the law, as with other tactics that raise rivals〕
costs, can be to require that the Commission show that the rebates have an
adverse e鈷ect on comp et1t1on, by measuring the degree of 魚reclo sure that
results をom the rebate . To date, this has not been proven . In sodの A碗-rCr we
are merely informed that an maj or customers bene臼ted をom the rebates, but
this is insu爺cient to show that ICr s comp etitors were excluded をom the

market. 93 similarly, m Ho所““"" Lの Ro虎g, we know that the dominant arm

entered into advantageous contracts with twen可‐tvro of its biggest buyers, but

there is no additional in魚rmation about the degree of 魚rec1osure caused by
Roche〕 s practices, nor about the minimum amount of sales necessary 魚r

competitors to remain in the market･94 Moreover, in BA/湾復Zれ evidence that

the comp1ainant's market share had increased during the perio d of the alleged

abus e was deemed irrelevant, and in Mなら eね" 2 the market share o f the

dominant 塩rm had been 魚1ling during the perio d of the abuse but this was
not considered. The dicta in the leading rebate case, Ho斬れ“れれ Lの Ro訛ら

suggest that the key to the abuse is the condition of loyalty and not the amount

of goods that must be purchased exclusively をom the dominant 鑪rm.95

M o reover, the Co mmissio n never co nsiders the 魚ct that the victim is o 箕en

not only in comp etlt1on with the dominant arm, but also with other market
players, and their impact is not taken into account. Nor does the Commission

consider whether a rival is able to match the dis co unt o f the do minant nrm o r

take other step s to increase its market share . Measuring 魚reclosure would
bring the law in line with the approach taken 魚r vertical restraints under
Article 8 1 .96 Moreover, the va1ue of economic 宣eedom wou1d be boosted by
this approach because rebates that have no e節ect on competitors are allowed
( so prices to consumers 魚l1) .

However, Kauaugher and Sher have argued that merely quanti軍ng 魚re

closure is insu館cient without 鉦rther pro of that the increased entry barriers
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tallies With the appro ach taken in the US courts ‐ In co"の畝 Boの 仏 B"ね5"化を,
あr example, competitors of the 1eading manu魚cturer of bo at engines challenged its rebate scheme but lost because they were unable to show that in the
ten years during which the rebates were granted, there had been adverse e鈷ects
on the market: the dominant 且rm) s market share was receding and new entry

3 5 邇 Wh y i s l eve ｢a g m g a n ti [o m pe t i tiv e ?
Leveraging may take many 魚rms, one of which is 軍ng, with the H““ case
providing a classiCa1 example. 102 A simpli臼ed version of the 魚cts inustrates the
economics of leveraging. Hilti manu魚ctures a p oPular nail gun used in

consumer wel魚re, this additional step is not necessary. The Community is
keen to see the entry of new comp etitors, on the assumption that their entry
enhances consumer interests . The economic approach embraced by the
Community is not a total we1魚re appro ach based up on maximising e脩lciency,
but a standard Premised upon 筑cilitating market access by a plurality of 目rms .
If so , the requirement to measure 魚reclosure is su脩1cient. Accordingly, m
De霧党を Po5r the relevant 臼nding which should become compulsory 魚r an the
commercial contracts is the 魚1loW1ng:

a new cartridge and a new set of nails is needed. Cartridges and nai1s are used in

had taken place.99 However, based upon the Community)s conception of

S uccessf11l entry into the mail- o rder p arcel services market requires a certam
critical mass of activity ( some 1 0o miuion p arcels o r catalo gues ) and hence
the P arcel volumes of at 1east two cooP erat1on p artners in this 饉eld . By granting
臼delity reb ates to its b iggest partners , DPAG has delib erately prevented com ‐
P etitors をom reaching the ( critical mass) of so me 1 0o million in annual
turnover. 1 00

In this P assage the Commission measures the degree of foreclosure, 臼nding
that the dominant 臼rm Prevented any entry into the relevant market by
o鈷ering rebates to all maj or customers . Conversely, had the rebates been
o鈷ered to only one customer, 1eaving the remainder をee to utilise other parcel
delivery 白rms, then the rebate should not be deemed unlaw鉦l. Under the
economic をeedom paradigm, modi鑪ed to ensure consumer wel魚re vla the
presence of a P1urality of seners , it is unnecessary to go 鉦rther and sp eculate
whether the market wou1d be more e脩1clent with more part1c1pants .
3 。 5 Leve ra g e
The practices detailed above harm or threaten to harm comp etitors in the
same market as that of the dominant 臼rm. However, the dominant 負rm may
extend its Power into other markets, thereby excluding comp etitors をom a
market it do es not (yet) dominate . Leveraging is a general term that encom‐
p asses a variety of strategies that a f1rm might use to extend its market p ower
をom one market to another, 魚r instance by t乳ng, rebates or predatory

Pricing. 1 0 1 Two issues arise: Grst whether one should be concerned about
leverage, and second whether Article 82 is an adequate legal tool to address
this Practlce.
99 2o7 F 3d l o39 ( 8th cir･ 2ooo ) ･ 10O De“fscを Po5r [ 200 1 ] OJ L 1 25/27 Para‐ 3 7‐
1 0 1 乾せね Lの“斑 2002] ECR II43 8 1 para. 1 56.

the building trade. To operate it the user has to purchase a cartridge and
nails. The cartridge explodes when the nail is (shot) . once the nails are used up ,
臼区ed Proportions. Hilti was dominant in three seParate markets: nail guns,

cartridges and nails . The Commission accused Hilti of abuse because it tied the

sale of cartridges to that of its nails . That is, consumers wishing to buy a
cartridge 宣om Hilti had to buy Hilti nails . The e鈷ect of this tactic was to make

entry of competing nail manu魚cturers more di韮cult. 1 03
AI1 economist looking at this 魚ctual matrix would say that Hilti is not guilty
of anticomp et1t1ve practices because there is no evidence that, having elimi -

nated an comp eting nail manu魚cturers, Prices 、will increase: Hilti, the mono p ollst in the cartridges market which seeks to create a monopoly in the market
魚r nails , is unab1e to obtain any extra pro負ts thro ugh leverage because it

cannot earn any extra Pro臼ts on the sale of nails . 1 04 This conclusion can be

explained with a simple example . Let us say that consumers are willing to buy
the Hilti gun if the price 魚r the sp are parts ( nails plus cartridge ) is e6 . At a

higher price, the consumer sW1tches to another nai1 gun, so e 6 is the monopo1y
price 魚r the two comp onents . Say the market あr cartridges is monopolised by
Hilti and the market 魚r nails is compet1t1ve, and the compet1t1ve price 魚r nails
is e 1 and nails and cartridges are sold sep arately. In these circumstances, the
monopolist win sen the cartridge at e 5 . If the cartridge price is set higher,
consumers switch to another nail gun, making e5 the monop o1y price 魚r the
cartridge. Tying cannot ra1se price, because the monopoly price for the tied
goo ds is e 6 , whether or not there are competing nail manu魚cturers. So
whether the monopolist ties or not, his monop oly proねts are the same .
Now, let us say that a new, e伍clent, nail pro ducer enters the market and sells
nails at eo . 5 0 . Should this worry Hilti to such an extent that it will want to tie
the sale of its cartridge to that of its nails? The answer is no , in 魚ct Hilti should
welcome this new, low‐ cost entrant because it allows Hilti to increase the price
of the cartridge to e 5 . 5 0 ( the total price 魚r the consumer is stiu e6, now Hilti
pockets an extra eo . 5 0 ) . If an e伍clent nail manu鮠cturer comes along, Hilti

勢g多彩“★ を 、
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efndent suPP1ier) s existence . The uPshot of thls exa1館1P1e is that Hilti has no

economic 肥ason to tie the sa1e of the cartridge to its nails . The maxirnLum pnce
that Hilti Can set l寂)r nails and cartridges is e6 , so it cannot make greater Pro臼ts
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other nail guns) . However, leveraging can also give the dominant Grm Power to
increase Pnces towards its own customers when the dominant 目rm 1everages
1nto an くa箕ermarket〕 . As we noted in chapter 5, there are ce]n=ain circumstances

by selling both goods . In 魚ct, as the examP1e shows , its Pro鑪ts increas e when a

where consumers wrh o buy goods do not think about the subsequent costs of

manu魚cturers, but has no adverse wel魚re consequences. 105 This is the

Primary Product (e.g. the nai1 gun in Hnti) and a seParate market 魚r the
secondaげ Products (e.g. the cartridge and the nai1s) ‐ 日““ was not ana1ysed in

mo re e館1cient nail sener arrives . There魚re, leverage may 1ni ure comP etmg nail

Chicago Schoo1 P o s1t1on on 軍ng. on this view, Wing can only be exP1ained
on grounds of e自白ciency: 貿)r instance, it allows the manu魚cturer to ensure that
consumers have the most suitable nails 魚r the gun they buy ( removing

in魚rmation co sts ) , or it is actually cheaP er 魚r the manu魚cturer to make the
two together than 魚r the buyer to assemble the go ods ( e . g. shoes are sold in

Pairs) . 106 As a result, it has been argued that the justi鑪cation given by Hilti, that

軍ng was designed to ensure that the nail gun oPerated sa鮪y, was Probably

P1ausible. 107 A4oreover, unless the manu飴cturer has no sa繁らty concerns, it wil1

Prefer not to tie the cartridge to the nails, because in a more comPetlt1ve nail
market each nail manu魚cturer 、w111 t呼 to make nails that work best with the
Hilti gun, and this will increase demand 魚r the monoP olised Pro duct.
However, this analysis sho坦d not be taken to mean that 軍ng is always Pro
comPetLt1ve and that leverage is an unrealistic strate圭野. Change the 魚cts in H遭ti
s虹ghdy: assume that there are only two ねrms manu魚cturing nads 魚r nail guns,
and a number of nan gun manu魚cturers , with Huti dommant. If Hnti ties sales
of its cartridge to those of its na負s, this reduces the amount of na証s that the rival
can sell. PerhaPs this causes the riva1 nau Pro ducer to exit the market because the
number of sdes is too small and H逕ti)s Practices Prevent the comPetitor をom

realising economies of scale. This then gives Huti a monopoly in the market 魚r
nans, and it can then e幻ploit its monoPoly 班s-a-頑s the consumers who use other
nail guns, because now even those who do not use the Hilti nail gun must buy
nails をom Hilti. Tying is Pro且tab1e because it gives Hilti monoPoly p ower over
customers that it had no market P ower over be魚re. In this examP1e, leveraging
works in the same way as Predato1γ pr1c1ng: it weakens rivals as a means of
generating more market P ower 魚r the dominant 負rm. Generalising 奪om these
two h泙otheses, we can say that t乳ng is not an e曲ective leveraging strategy
when the two goods are bought in 自選ed ProPortions and when there are no
economies of scale, but that if goods are not bought in 臼Xed ProPortions and
there is a minimum e鮪1cient scale, then leveraging is a pro鑪table strate!鄭.
So 筑r we have suggested that leverage is a Pro at- maximising strate箕評
because when the dominant nrm excludes all comPetlt1on on the tied market
it can then set monoPoly Prices vis- をvis buyers of that Product who do not

buy other Pro ducts made by the dominant 臼rm ( e. g. nails to those who buy
1 05 H . Hovenkamp F““#“ A " r瘤“5r Po!!“ ( St Paul, MN: West Publishmg, 1 994 ) PP . 3 7 1 -2 .
1 06 See 鉦rther M , L. Katz and c. Shapiro ( Systems Competlt1on and Network E鈷ects' ( 1 994) 8

メo“rれ“! #【Ecoねα物 党 per幼e℃すかg5 6 5 3 , noting that in network markets technic証 t乳ng can lead to
e爺lciencies .

1 07 B‐ N証ebu住 (Bun(丑mg, T乳ng and Port知巨o Ef報ects) (DTI Economics Paper No . 1 , 2003 ) vol. 2 ch. 3 .

sPare Parts or rePair services. 108 In these contexts there is a market 寅)r the

these terms, but we can use the 免cts to thi愈 about why t班ng would be Pro目t‐
able if the purchaser of the nail gun did not think about the costs of the spare

parts when he bought the gun. Having acquired the gun, this Person is locked
into the market 食)r spare parts. Now it is pro臼table to raise the price of nails.
Here) in contrast to the Chicago School model, there are two monoPoly Prices,
An examP1e may assist. Let us say that there is a monoPoly Producer of guns and
spare Parts and the Price 魚r the gun is e l oo, the cartridges and nails cost 起ら6 and

the 1i董実らsP an of the gun is 1 〇〇 can[ridges, and the consumer notes that the tota1
Price わr this system is e700 (if the consumer thinks in these terms, then there is

no a箕ermarket) . Assume a new entrant comes in seuing the cartridge and nails
食)r e3. A Chicago economist would suggest that the monoPoly sho1mLd not tie

the gun and the na証s but iust raise the Pnce of the gun and maintain the same
amount of Pro員t. ( on the nunnbers above, the gun can be sold あr e400, and the
consumer stdl gets a (system) of gun Plus Parts 魚r e 700 . ) However, this

suggestion omy works if the consumer thinks about the gun and the spare

P arts as one ( system , one sin鎮e Pro duct. 蟻 however, the consumer s choice of
gun depends o]my on the Price of the gun and the consumer does not take into

account the price of the parts, then the price of the gun cannot go uP in response
to entry in the sPare Parts market･ The gun)s monoPoly Price is set indePendently をom the monoPoly price of the sPare Pa]nts. Thus, when the new, more

el脂cient entrant comes into the Parts market, the incumbent loses Pro巨ts on that

＼
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範und to have abused Article 8 2 in 軍ng its operating system with Windows

op erating systems market and tied sales of its internet browser 犯xp1orer) . The
e鮭ect was to exclude other browsers . Co mpeting browsers wou1d have given
consumers the opportunity of sur鑪ng the web and down1o ading apP1ications
that Microso負 would normally sel1 With its operating system . In the long term,
this meant that consumers did not need to buy a Micro so賃 operating system
because they wou1d j ust use the 1nternet to obtain the so員ware they wished.
D o cumenta1γ evidence obtained をom Micro so箕 showed that this was Pre‐

Media P1ayer (WMP ) , making market access 魚r comp eting media player
s o 箕ware mo re di伍cult . The Co mmis sion re as o ned that b ecaus e consumers

would 臼nd WMP pre ‐ installed, they would use it and not instan other com‐
p eting media P1ayer so員ware . The e銃ect is that content Providers ( e. g. music
comp anies ) would wish to 魚rmat their muslc so it could P1ay on WMp and ねil
to 魚rmat music to be played on other media player 知rmats, thereby giving
Micro so箕 a comP etitive advantage that had nothing to do with the quality of
wMP but everything to do with Micro so賞 s dominance of the oP erating

systems market. 1 1 O The Commission)s concern was that this would sti且e
comP etition in innovation in this market . According to the Commission, the

cisely what the comP any 俺ared. Thus, Wing the operating system With the
internet browser was necessa呼 to maintain Microso賞 s dominance in the

operating systems market. 1 1 5

‘normal comp et1t1ve pro cess〕 is 魚r several 臼rms to part1c1pate to invent better
and better media player so箕ware, and 軍ng would あreclo se market access
because nobo dy would be interested in investing resources in comp eting

Another de企nsive strate郷r can b e suggested in 1everaging in a負ermarkets .
Change the 魚cts of H““ slightly: assume that at 臼rst Hilti has a monop oly in
the market 魚r both cartridges and nails and is 魚ced with a new entrant seuing
cartridges 。 In this context, t斑ng is a strate郷 that anows the monopo1ist to

Commission also 先ared that tying in this market would reduce investment 1n

nails and cartridges, or it must eXit the market because nobo dy Wishes to buy

would be sti且ed if h/生icroso 宣 were to design a comp eting pro duct and tie it to

Protect the monoPoly in the cartridge market. This is akin to the raising of
rivals) costs strategies we have seen earlier.
In sum, there are plausible economic reasons 食)r being worried about
1everaging. However, it must be borne in mind that をom an EC P ersPective,
the anticompet1tlve nature of t乳ng is not based only uPon concerns over
e報ciency. In 乾す" P欲 2 魚r examPle, t乳ng is characterised as an abuse because
it ( deprives the customer of the ability to choo se its sources of supp1y and

so賃ware which cannot be sold as a result of the tie. 1 1 1 き4ore generauy, the
other tyP es of so箕ware because the Pro目tability of new so員ware deve1oPments

the oPerating system. 1 1 2 In the Commissioぱs co1ourful language, t乳ng

shields き生icroso員 をom e銘ective comP etition 宣om Potentially mLore e鮪1clent

media P1ayer vendors which could cha1lenge its Position. Microso貴 thus reduces
the talent and caPital invested in innovation of media players, not least its own,
and antiComPetitively raises barriers to market entny. き生icroso食 s Conduct a節ects

a market which could be a hotb ed 食)r new and exciting Pro ducts sPringing 食)rth

in a climate of undistorted comPetition. 1 1 3

Vvhile readers with greater technolo gical awareness than this author wi1l be
ab1e to contest the truth of the 魚cts uPon which this analysis is built, the mo st
signincant asPect of the decision is the Commission) s choice to explore the
ways in which 軍ng would cause harm to consumer wel魚re. The metho dology

is much closer to the economic mo de1s of leveraging than that disP1ayed by the
Commission in its earlier Wing case law ( e . g. HZZ#) . In contrast to the earlier
cases where it was not clear What speci鑪c harm the consumer or soc1ew
su節ered When cartridges and nails were sold j ointly, here the economic we娩re
losses of 軍ng are set out in detail.
So 魚r we have explored leverage をom a dominated market !" “ a new
market. However, some have suggested that another common reason 女) r

軍ng is to Practise (de後nsive leverageも 1 14 that is, using t乳ng to Protect the

monoPoly Position in the market Which is already dominated. The 魚cts of
us γ. MZcros衝 he1P exPlain how this may occur. Microso箕 dominated the
1 1 O M!Cro幻弗, 24 March 2004, Para‐ 89 1 ‐ 1 1 1 Ibid‐ Para‐ 98O ‐
1 1 2 Ibid. p ara. 98 3 . 1 1 3 Ibid. p ara. 9 8 1 .
u 4 R. C. Feldman (Defensive Leveragmg m Antitrusゼ ( 1 99 9 ) 8 7 Ggα怨めwれ 上“w 〆o 拗れ“ 2 079 .

eliminate the new entrant . Either the new entrant starts to manu魚ctu re b oth

an emPty cartridge. 1 1 6 1n this respect the abuse in the nail market is designed to

denies other Producers access to the market準 1 7 It is important to note that this

Passage embodies two distinct concerns , First, the harm to consumers 1s

associated with the e元pZOZ#“##。" ○f a dominant Position･ 1 1 8 However, the

Commission, unti1 MZ℃γoso鬼 never investigated in detail what the nature of

this harm entailed, so that it s eems as if ( co nsumer cho ice) is b ene鑪cial in its el篇

thus even if it were shown that prices womtd be higher with more comp etitors
in the market, the Commission would stin 鑪nd an abuse . Second, the passage

re危rs to the exclusionary Potential of t脱ng but there is no attemPt to test how
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upon any of these models , Embradng econo]nmC analysls do es not mean that
the decisions in 子#“# and 7Yerr“ P“を 2 Wou1d be dif主当erent, but 1t requires a
di鈷erent anal覊ical metho d to establish the anticompet1t1ve e鮪ects of the
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p ractlces 1n questlo n .

3 . 5 。 2 Exte n d i n g th e の n [e pt o f a b U s e
Having determined that, whether あr economic or political reasons , some

魚rms of leveraging are of concern, we must conをont one legal issue.
Leveraging occurs in a di鈷erent way をom the other abuses. In the case of
く de企nsive leveragingも the nrm dominant in market A carries out activities in
market B to protect market A. In cases where leveraging is used to extend
dominance into another market, the dominant Grm has two options . First,
as s ume that market A is a raw m ateri al and the do minant 巨rm is the s o l e

manu魚cturer; it can then leverage into market B by re鉦sing to supply the raw

D o minan c e

Ab us e

E鈷e cts

D o min an c e in market A

Ab us e in m arket A

E鈷ect in m arket A

2

D o m in an ce in market A

Ab us e in m arket A

E鈷e ct m market B wher e

3

D o m in ance in market A

Ab us e in m arket B where

臼rm has no do mlnan ce
the grm is no t do m in ant
D o m in anc e in market A

Ab us e in m arket B wh ere

E鈷ect is to strengthen

do min an c e in m arket A

E鈷ects 先1t in m arket B

the 臼rm is not do minant,
an d wh ere B is a market
relat ed t o A
5

D o m in anc e in m arket A

Ab us e in an un rel ate d

E鈷ects in m arket B

m arket B

material to other downstre am 塩rms . H ere the abuse is co mmitted in the

do minated market, b ut the e鈷ects are 後lt in the non ‐ dominated market .

Second, consider the situation where a tie of products A and B leads to the
elimination of comp etitors in market B . Here , dominance in market A is
abused to gain power in market B . Can comp etition law apply when domi‐
nance and the bene鑪ts をom the abuse occur in separate markets?
Leveraging claims have been greatly 魚cilitated by two early ru1ings of the
ECJ : Co 勿 物 grc#“ SO Z死ね お and Co ね #彫れ #の Z Cの れ . In the 6rst the Court held that

Article 8 2 aPplies to an abuse in one market causing anticomp etitive e鈷ects in a
downstream market. The second j udgment was even more sweeping as the ECJ
ruled that Article 82 could blo ck as abusive a merger by which a dominant 目rm
increas ed its do minance , while denylng any need to show that the dominant

P osition had to be used to achieve the abuse. 1 1 9 These ーMo cases sever causal

links between the do minant pos1t1on and the abuse ‐ making it po ssible to
develop Article 82 to address leveraging practices . These two ru1ings came at a
time when the Court of Justice was Widening the reach of Community 1aw
more generally, and there is a risk that reading them literally would extend the
scop e of Article 8 2 too 魚r, so it is worth considering how the later case law has
interpreted them .
In T1e#" Pの を 2, Advocate Genera1 Colo mer re co nsidered the semind cases and

prop osed a helpfud analytical structure we reproduce schematicaにuy opp osite. 1 20

He had no quams in sa乳ng that the abuse doctrine cou1d apply in the 負rst three
categories, as the case law had aheady established this. This is su船cient to auow

u 9 Joined Cases 6 and 7/ 73 #C7 ““ Co 物 "惚たねお“死ね #ゞ γ, Co物 物売5Zo 頑 1 9 74 ] ECR 22 3 ; Case 6/72

E“roP初物 加““ge co"oね“o" “ "“ ℃o錺劭“ねZ C“れ γ. Co""磁説oれ I 1 973 ] ECR 2 1 5 . The same
point was rep eated in Ho飾れ“れれ Lの Ro物斑 1 9 79 ] ECR 46 1 p ara. 9 1 , where the Co urt held that

abuse does not imply that the dominance is the means by which the abuse is brought about.

1 2O をかの Pの絃 1 996 ] ECR I-595 1 paras･ 34一三62･ For a similar tabular analysis, see R. Whish
Co7物P“t!“oれ Lのw 5th edn ( London: LeXis NeXis, 200 3 ) Pp . 200-2 .

some leveraging claims. The second category anows the Commission to catch

leveraging when it is practised by a re鉦sal to supply, 12 1 and also when leveraging
is accompushed through t乳ng: the tie is an abuse of dominance in the domi‐
nated market which auows the 塩rm to ma1〔e gains in the non‐dominated market.

The third catego呼 anows the Commission to catch ( de企nsive) leveraging, as the

CFI ru1ed in B##おれ G力%““. 122 Here the 塩rm was dominant in the market 魚r

P1asterboard ( market A) and o節ered pre俺renti証 treatment to customers on the
separate market 食)r Plaster ( market B ) who were loy証 to it on the market 食)r
plasterboard. The conduct on the P1aster market Was designed to sa企guard the
arm)s pos1t1on on the dominated market.
Consider now the 魚urth and 鑪箕h categories . Can we extend the abuse
do ctrine When the abuse and the bene負ts take place in non‐ dominated ma千
kets? The Advocate General in 留錫" P“た 2, with whom the Court agreed, held
that the abuse doctrine could apply to category 魚ur, but not to category 錠ve.
The 魚cts of 7をかの Pのを 2 are necessary to understand the Court) s wish to draw a
1ine between categories 魚ur and 鑪ve. Tetra pak was donninant in the market
魚r aseptic packaging (which is used 魚r p ackaging uquid and semi-uquid 魚od
products ) , which consists of two distinct markets : that 知r aseptic packaging
machines and that 食)r aseptic cartons that can be used on the machines . Its
market shares in these two markets were very high ( 92 per cent and 8 9 per cent) .
Tetra Pak also had a strong, but not dominant, position in the markets 食)r
non- aseptic p ackaging ( 52 per cent of the market 魚r non- aseptic machines
and 48 per cent of the market 魚r non- aseptic cartons ) . Two of the abuses
carried out by Tetra pak to ok place in the non‐ aseptic markets : it tied the sale
1 2 1 ℃。れれer℃#“おoか“お [ 1 974 l ECR 223 .
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of machines to the sale of cartons and it engaged in below‐ cost pnc1ng of no n‐
aseptic machines in the UK.
The Court 魚 und that the abuse doctrine could apply to acts committed on
the non‐ dominated market because there was a close relationship between the
aseptic and non‐ aseptic sectors . The Court noted that there were ( associative
links) between the two packaging systems : many customers bought both

systems and Tetra paks closest competitor was active in both markets. 1 23

Moreover, the combined market shares gave Tetra p ak 7 8 per cent of the

total p ackaging market, seven times more than its nearest comp etitors, and its
9o p er cent share of the aseptic market made it a ( 筑voured) supplier of non‐

aseptic systems. 124 As a result, it was as if Tetra Pak held a dominant pos1t1on
on the packaging market taken as a whole. 1 25 The Court was care鉦l to suggest

that all the special circumstances that were 魚und in this market were necessary
to j usti辱 the application of Article 8 2 to acts in a market where the nrm has no
dominance and which are designed to bene目t the Grm on that non‐ dominated
market .

This ruling does not allow わr the application of Article 8 2 where a 巨rm,
dominant in the market 知r, say, postal services, decides to enter the market 魚r
to othpaste and engages in be1ow‐ cost prlclng on the toothpaste market, using
its high pro寮ts in the postal serV1ces market to 臼nance an aggress1ve pr1C1ng
campaign. This limitatio n is not entirely logica1. o n the one hand, it is
normally the case that a dominant Grm win try to leverage its market power
in a closely related market, because that is commercially the mo st advanta‐
geous way to extend one) s market power. A manu魚cturer of a techno10gicany

complex product will try to leverage its position in the market 魚r repair野6 a
seller of goods which require specialist transportat1on might sell its go ods
only by delivery contracts so that it can strengthen its po sition in the market

魚r delivery, 1 27 but this is not necessarily the case: a conglomerate 負rm

dominant in a Wide range of products might set predato等 prices in a market
it seeks to dominate and recoup those 1osses in another, wholly unrelated
market where it holds a dominant position. Similarly the Couばs ruling may
preclude a 員nding of leverage where a 負rm dominant in one geographical market
attempts to extend that dominance in ano流er geographical market, by predatory or discriminatory pricing, However, this practice has been witnessed in the
US . For instance, in us γ. G7硼銃 a regional cinema 巨rm had the only cinema in
ce式a1n c1tles and used this monopoly p osltlon to 魚rce 釦m distributors to grant

it 魚vourable dates 知r G1ms in towns where it competed with o世er cinemas. 128

Comparable attempts to conquer new geographical markets shomd be covered
by Article 82 given that their potential anticompetitive e鈷ects are no di鈷erent
宣om other leveraging strateg1es.
1 23 7をかの Pのを 2 [ 1 9 9 6 ] ECR Iー 5 9 5 1 para. 29 ･ 1 24 Ibid. para. 28 . 1 25 IbicL p ara. 3 1 .
1 26 E. g. E“sすれ拗ね 露@““を Co. 仏 r"?“ge を“"!℃“ Z 金門ゾ!Ces r"G 504 US 45 1 ( 1 9 92 ) .
127 村““!# Brow"解纜!猪 s“g“ [ 1 988 ] OJ L284/4 1 . 128 US M Gr排すれ 3 34 US 1 00 ( 1 948 ) .
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However, Advo cate Genera1 Colomer in Teかの Pの亥 2 suggested that it would
b e undesirable to extend the abus e do ctrine where there is no link b etween the

dominated market and that where the abuse occurs . In his view the presence of
dominance on an unrelated market does not necessarily give a 巨rm an advant‐

age. If on market B there are two multinationals that are in comp et1t1on,
Comp any l which is dominant in market A and Comp any 2 which has a
signi塩cant market share in a range of other markets but no dominance, then it
seems un魚ir to deprive Comp any 1 of the advantages it can reap をom its
dominant p os1t1on, while 1eaving Company 2 台ee to draw upon its resources
をom other markets to mount aggress1ve prlc1ng camp aigns in market B . To
apply comp etition law to Comp any 1 would deprive it of the ability to compete
under conditions of equali等, and would not contribute to maintaining undis

torted competition. 129 This argument is not particularly compe1ling because if
a 臼rm has a monop oly and has exploited it to gain signincant revenue which it

then invests in a new market, then it is not in the same p os1tlon as other

comp etitors in that new market. Arguably in this context, however, comp et1‐
tion law should prohibit the 塩rm) s excessive prices in the dominated markets ,

rather than its ventures in new markets . Neverthe1ess , if a do minant 鑪rm has a

special responsibility not to hinder the comp et1t1ve pro cess, it might be argued

that this extends to any of its corporate activities. 1 30
4 曲 『m to o曲 e 『 m前ket Pa rtl d Pa nts

A dominant 鑪rm also abuses its dominant p o s1t1on when it restricts the をee ‐

dom of non‐ comp etitors . This occurs in distribution agreements where the
harm is the distributors) inability to exercise their commercial をeedom to 1o ok

elsewhere 魚r goo ds, to diversi行 their business and to look 魚r other suppliers.
0員en, the primaIγ basis 食)r penalising the dominant 鑪rm is the 食)reclosure of
competitors, but regular mention is also made of the injury which distributors
su稀er. For example, in M党をなれ the ECJ held that abusive discounts くtend to
remove or restrict the buyer) s をeedom to cho ose his sources of supply) and as a

resu1t (bar competitors をom access to the market) . 13 1 The general principle

an1mating the protection of other market particip ants was explained by Arved
D eringer :
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dominant Position is used to restrain or eliminate the をeedom of decision m

competlt1on either of competitors or the consumers . 1 32

A dominant 寛rm may be penalised あr causmg harm to distributors
!"依や“を錺“ of any d鈷ect on consumer wel筑re. As the ECJ Put it m び彬を“

Bねれゐ, it is 1mportant to preserve くthe mdependence of sman and medlum

sized 負rms in their commerc1al relations with the 負rm m a dommant posi‐
tlon). 133 The most remarkable exempli負cation ofthis approach can be 簿und m
the JMを拗ね" 2 decision. The Commisslon 魚und that specialised t濯e dealers
were 〔p1aced despite themselves in a situation of economic dependence that
makes Michelin an unavoldable partner〕 . 134 Having established such power

over retailers, the Commission went on to condemn a ra箕 of rebate schemes as
un魚ir - some rebates were awarded so late that dealers were 魚rced to sell at a

loss, placing them in a precarious situation also with respect to subsequent
negotiations with Michelin. 1 35 Moreover, the Commission 魚und that dealers)

experience of Michelin〕s bonus scheme was arbitraーγ. For example, the con‐
tracts with dealers included a (service bonus) linked to the quality of service

of箱ered by the dealer to his customers, and the level of quality was something

that Michelin would measure. This was condemned because it くallowed the

manu魚cturer)s representative to put strong pressure on the dealer as regards
鉦ture commitments and allowed him, ifnecessa等, to use the arrangement in a

discrimmatory manner). 136 In these passages the Commission 1s condemning

un短ir contractual practices that harm distributors, not anticompetitive

pract1c es ･

Article 82 (c) provides a speciGc example of abuse that is designed to protect
customers of the dominant 塩rm, whereby abuse may consist in (app1濯ng
dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading part1es,
thereby p1acing them at a competitive disadvantage) . This provision is o箕en
applied in cases where anticompet1tlve rebates are 魚und, because the rebates

discriminate among dealers, thereby placing them at a competitive disadvant‐
age Visa-vis each other. 1 37 For example, in あおれ S“gのr the seller ( dominant in
the sugar market) granted rebates to sugar manuねcturers who exported their

processed products, but the rebates varied among customers and were not
awarded to manu銘cturers who sold in Ireland. The discrimination was two ‐

魚ld: ben/Veen dif給erent exporters, and bet･ゾVeen exporters and non‐exporters･

The Courts assume that if there is discrimination then the distributor who

receives the higher price is placed at a competitive disadvantage. 1 38 This
assumption stems をom the economic をeedom ro ots of the abuse do ctrine.

132 A. Dermger 栩e Co錺野鏥われ L“" ヴ物g E“r卯e“れ 蹴o"o錺℃ Co物物微か (Chicago: CCH, 1 968)
p a ra. 5 3 3 pp . 1 6 6-7 .

133 口彬を“ 拗のれ“5 [ 1 978] ECR 207 para. 1 93.

1 35 Ibid. paras. 2 1 8‐25 .

134 [2002l oJ L143/ 1 para. 204.

1 36 Ibid. paras. 250-3 .

137 s霧をr び"!跿 1 975] ECR 1663 paras. 522-5; BA γ. の物物庭野銘 [2003] ECR n59 17 Para. 235.

1 38 かなれ S“g“痒 1 999 ] ECR II‐2969 para. 1 3 8･
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Another mani俺station of the communitゾs concern w1th the protection of

customers is found in ひれずを“ Br“"ゐ. The dominant 臼rm) s termination of the
contract with its Danish supplier ( 01esen ) , on gro unds that olesen had 魚iled
to promote United Brands) bzu1anas e鋳ectively, was declared a breach ofA]t± icle 82 .
The Court articulated a general principle that a grm W1th a well‐kr1own

pro duct was not entitled to cease suppMng a long standing customer who
abides by norma1 commercial practice if his orders are in no way out of the
ordina等. い7hile the Court also noted that のれ5“物 ers might su鈷er harm as a
result, it is hard to see how this damage would resu1t on the 魚cts of the case ,
since olesen did not disapp ear をom the market, and since there is no evidence

that consumer prices rose . It has been suggested that United Brands) abuse was

the request that olesen distribute UBC) s bananas on an exclusive basis, but the

j udgment is cast in wider terms. Perhap s the courで s concern is about the signal
that UBC) s termination might send to other distributors who wou1d now be
more careful and seek not to upset UBC S practices . In this light the termi‐
natlon might be a strategic move to discipline an distributors and 魚rce them to
remain loya1 to UB C. However, this possible strate定評 is not explored, and UBC
1s punished 魚r terminating a contract with a long‐standing customer without

j usti臼cation. 1 39
That competition law should regulate contractual practices vis a‐vis con‐
tracting parties app ears odd at 負rst sight - it seems as if comp etition law is
taking the place of contract law, where we also 塩nd principles that seek to
protect weaker contracting parties . However, this kind of regulation is intimately related to the economic をeedom paradigm that guides compet1t1on
policy in the EC. on the other hand, Pro後ssor Gerber has argued that these
decisions mani危st a concern about (relational) market power who se exercise
could harm economic wel魚re as well as indi艫duals subjected to that power. 1 40
0 f course it is possible to articulate ways in which discriminato ry treatment of
dealers might harm economic wel魚re: if some are 魚rced to exit 宣om the

market, intrabrand competition is reduced; if enough leave the market, the
distribution netwo rk may become ine籏cient. However, no theory of economic
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market Cdmp etition〕 , 142 Th1S Act has been roundly Criticised as inappropriate

ant1Co mp etitive b ehaviour, for 内偵iChelln) s do minance is co nsolidated . Less

comp et1t1ve market. 143

Co]m mーunity) s interests〕 . 146

in a sound ComLP et1t1on system but shows it is P ossible 女)r a system of com‐
Petition law to embrace both economic and P OPulist Considerations, in so 魚r
as the legislative intent to do so is C1ear. The US thus shares a tension simllar to
that Currently 魚Cing the EC: the maj ority of the Case law is Concerned with
monopo1y that harms Consumers, but Certain strands have a Wider Protective
scope . The Case law also shows, however, a reluctance by the Sup reme Court to
al曲o rd this statute to o much scop e, by interpreting it, so 魚r as p ossible, in a
manner broad1y Consistent With antitrust policy, and so it has recent1y re負1sed
to apply it when the 饉rm accus ed of Price discrimination was actlve in a

C1ear is the antiComP et1t1ve el曲eCt on dealers outside France ･ C1early their
宜eedom to select き生ichelin tyres をom the French subsidiary is restricted but
there is no exP1anation of any adverse we1fare e負コects on markets outside
France , tho ugh such p ro of is unnecess ary given the imPo rtance attached to
the ability to buy go o ds acros s b orders ‐ Similarly in De“ お硫 e po5r, the gist o f
the abus e was a reb ate scheme that 食) reclo sed access to the German Parce1
delivery market, but b ecause the excluded co mP etitors were をo m outside
Germany, this aggravated the abuse : ‘ this wal1ing o仕 of a national market
a鑑ects the deve1oPment o f trade to an extent high1y inimiCa1 to the

5 麗a 『k鏡= Pa rtitio m i n g a b uses

5 . 2 Ma 鰍e t d i s i me 柳a ti o n a s th e 『e a s o n fo f th e fi n d i n g o f a b u se

芯/Iarket integration is a core value 食)r EC Comp et1t1on policy and the abuse
do ctrine extends to these Practices . Inをingements that ‘j eop ardize the proP er
餌Lnctioning of the single market, such as the partitio ning of nationa1 markets)

As we shall see in the 食虹owing chapter, the EC is cha呼 of t幻幻ng action in
excess1ve pr1C1ng Cases . of the 俺w decisio ns target1ng excess1ve Pricing by
dominant arms, the real motivation seems to have been the Concern that Prices
Contribute to the Partitioning of the single market. S ome decisio ns targeted the
Car industIy Where, until 1 99 3 , national aPProval systems were in place to

are very serious and deserve the highest 且nes. 144 VVe distinguish between two

だyたP es of Cases : 鑪rst tho se Where the disintegration of the market is a 魚Ctor that
aggravates an abuse, and second those where market disintegration is the
reason 食)r a 鑪nding of abuse, and where the principles underpinning Anticle 82
are extended to 魚cilitate the integration of the Common market.

5 ･ 1 M a rke t d i s i me 9 ra ti o n a s a n a g g ra va tm g 飽 くto r
A/Iany of the decisions reviewed above are based not only on damage to market
p1ayers , but als o o n market-p artitioning e目ミects ‐ For instance, the rebate
s chemes in M化をねれ 2 were penalised 魚r their loyalty‐ inducing e鈷ects and
貿)r their market‐P artitioning el目当ects . The latter were exP1ained as 魚1lows : the
rebates were available o nly 軽om purchases made via 内生ichelin France and not
from other sub sidiaries ; moreover the high level of p rices in France be食)re the
rebates disco uraged Purchases in France をom abro ad, esp ecially as the rebates
were not available to dealers outside France . The upshot was that dealers in the

French market were even more dePendent uPon き生iChe1in France･ 145 It is easy

to see how sealing o鮭 the French market をo m imp o rts would serve to 魚cilitate

1 42 ℃をα物の L!g栩勿g y. Gr巴 Pro““館 C窃P. 1 1 1 F 3d 65 3 , 65 7 ( 9th Cir. 1 9 97 ) .
1 43 Vo zyo Tr“次5 No作乃 A 錺 ““ r"℃. γ. R“を7ん弱芻℃o GM｢C r"℃. 546 US
( 2006 ) . The ratio

decidendi Was that Vo1Vo had not engaged in discnmination, by giving the Concept a very
restnct1Ve meaning, but obiter it also noted a lack of market p ower, Suggesting that even if the
plaintif誓,s discriInination argument Was Correct) the Court Would resist an interp retation of the
ACt that Would protect eXisting comp etitors; rather the law should stimulate comp etlt1on.

144 G霧を加g5 。"を M#初“ 可S錺劭g F!"e鑓勿pose“ P“rs““錺 ro Aガ. Z 5の ヴR喀霧のあ履 7 [ 1 988 ]
O J C9/ 3 .

145 M党をなれ 2 [ 2002] OJ L 1 43/ 1 paras. 240-6.

ensure that imPorted vehicles con魚rmed to domestic sa俺等 standards. 147 In

some NIember States manu魚cturers had the exclusive right to issue certi臼Cates
of con魚rmi可 知r Cars manu魚ctured abroad. In B力まダ虎 L“!“"“ 魚r examP1e ,
the 俺e 魚r the issue of a certi鑪Cate of con魚rmi等 set by British Leyland 魚 r
imported NIetro models was three times higher than the 食e 食)r h/Ietro models
so1d directly in the UK. It is apParent をom the ECr s j udgment that the
Principa1 Concern was the 魚Ct that the higher 俺e wou1d sti目e the exPort of
Metro models をom mainland Europe to the UK. The ECJ held that the く 食e
level suggests that it was 臼Xed solely W1th a 汎ew to making the re‐ imp ortat1on

of le宣 hand drive vehicles less attractive) . 1 48 ハイ[o reover, the higher 俺es were

only p art of British Ley1and) s market-P artitioning strategy, which inc1uded the
re餌sal to issue Certi塩cates of con魚rmity. The ECJ used the partieゞ intentlon as

a way of exP1aming why the prices were excessive , a 食)rmulation which would
not s1t easily in standard determinations of excessive pr1C1ng under Article 82 .

A4 oreover, the Commission manu魚Ctured a narrow market de鑪nition to allow

it to aPP1y Article 82 , stating that British Le乳and had an administrative

ZOO
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monop oly m the issue of certiGcates of con魚rmi呼 m its own cars ! However,

the market 長)r cars was m no way dominated by British Leyland and when it
argued that its practices had not had a real impact on imports of A4etro Cars

をom Belgium, the EC rej ected this evidence as irre1evant b ecause its tactics

“z を初 have had an adverse el曲ect on imP orts, and that was sufJ臼 cient 女)r an

inGringement, 149 A11 this evidences a Concern over market integration, and the
abuse doctrine is moulded to allow 食)r such a 臼nding.
P濾ore recently, the policy of market integration has appeared in decisions

where the Commission investigates sectors that have been liberalised by
Community law. For instance, in a Directive on access to the groundhandling
market at Community airports (that is, the provls1on of serV1ces like cleaning,
re鉦elling and baggage handling) , the EC had sought to allow 飲ee access to
competing groundhandling services, in accordance With the Treaty)s prov1-

sions on the をee movement of services (Article 49 EC ) . 1 50 In France, access 魚r

groundhandlers at orly Airport is regulated by Aeroports de Paris and it
charged di節erent fees to di鈷erent operators, whereby the highest fees were
paid by AFS, a company based in the UK This benegted the French operator

( OAT, a subsidiary of Air France) , Whose running costs were considerably

lower. The Commission 魚und that the price discrlmination was an abuse
which in the 塩rst instance harmed OAT)s competitors, and in the second
instance caused harm between competing air transport services because the
higher groundhandling costs would be passed on to them. 15 1 overall then, the
price discrimination (impaired the smooth 餌nctioning of the single air trans-

port market) . 1 52

Two asPects of this ruling are of note. The 臼rst is that competition law is

used to ensure the 魚nctioning of the internal market which the Community

sought to create by legislative means . Second, the dominant 臼rm Was not

present in the markets where the abuses took place. 1 53 This unusual aspect
deserves some eXp1anation･ The source of the Court)s approach 1ies in a series
of cases designed to thwart protectionist measures by A4ember States devel‐
oped in the context of Article 86 EC which we wiu consider more 自証ly in
chapter 1 2 . 1 54 This provls1on gives the Commission powers to issue decisions
149 Brダ応力 Lリンね磁 [ 1 986] ECR 3263 Para. 20‐

150 See Artide 6( 1 ) of Directlve 96/67 [ 1996] OJ L272/36 and see 飼rther ch. 7 pp. 235‐7.

1 5 1 ADP仏F斑 l 998 ] OJ L230/ 1 0, point 1 26, a籏rmed by the European Courts: Case T1 28/98
A“opor庭 を P“#“. α物錺#55われ [2000 ] ECR II‐3929, Case C‐ 82/0 1 P A“のor庭 を P“#“.
Cの就錺 ダ55!oれ [ 2 002 ] ECR I - 26 1 3 ,

1 52 Twg"リノ“g力銃 R卸orr o“ Co擁!P er!#Zo" Poなり; ( 1 998 ) p. 1 44.

153 In 魚ct, in lts de俺nce ADP had also claimed that it had no commercial interest in harming AFS,
but this was deemed irrelevant by the Court, because intention is not a necessary element to

Prove the eXistence of an abuse: Case T‐ 1 28/98 A該光学)orお を P“““. Co拗れ鱒あれ [2000] ECR II‐
3 9 2 9 P aras . 1 7 3-5 .

154 Article 86(3) reads: ‘The Commission shau ensure the aPplication of the provls1ons of this
Article and shall, where necessaIヌ address appropriate directives or decisions to N【ember
S tates . )
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in respect of public‐sector 負rms when these inをinge the Trea呼 rmes, spec16cauy

the compet1t1on rules, and the rme against discrlmination (毎ticle 1 2 EC) , It wiu

o員en be the case that a publicly owned 宣rm is placed in the role of gatekeeper

to a market, as ADp was . If so , it has an ob1igation under EC 1aw to ensure

equality of opp ortuni呼 between various economic operators, regardless of
whether it is present in the market. 1 55 For example, in another case in the
air1ine industry, in portuga1 this time, airport charges were administered by a
public company. The Commission 知und that the charges were signi臼cantly
lower 食)r the two Portugues e‐based airlines, and that the p ublic company had
abused its dominant p osition in the market 食)r aircra負 landing and take- o鮭
seNices (Without access to Which no aircra箕 could operate in Portugal) . The

charge in question Was levied pursuant to a state nneasure, which meant that
Portugal was in breach of Article 8 6 ( 1 ) , read in con7 unct1on with Article 82 . 1 56
This approach Was necessary to attack protectionist actions by hメIember States
keen to shield domestic industry 宣om the e節ects of the sing1e market. This line
of attack is cons1stent with the ECr s approach to national をgお初ずわ れ Which
discriminates in 魚vour of local transp ort 巨rms and is thereby in breach of
Article 4 9 EC . 1 5 7

In A“opoγ庭 を P““弱 we 鑪nd the principles described above extended to

complement the single market rules, by creating non ‐discrimination obliga‐
tions on 宜rms ( public or private ) that are in a p os1t1on to regulate access to
transp ort markets . The implications of this k1nd of appro ach are controversial.
on the one hand, these decisions lead to more comp et1t1ve markets, thus the
1mposlt1on of a non‐ discrimination obligation on the 員rm controning access ls
desirable. on the other hand, the reasoning of the Court is based not upon the
bene鑪cial economic consequences, but on the need to sa企guard the rights of
econom1c operators in the Community. The provls1ons ensuring をee movement of go o ds, p ersons, sewices and capital are く鉦ndamenta1 Community

prows1ons and のれヅ γ疼かダ℃すわれ, even minor, of that をeedom is prohibited) . 1 58
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do es not interpret that phrase [ Article 82 ( c) ] restrictively with the result that it
is not necessary that the trading partners o f the undertalding resp onsible 食)r the

abuse should su伍er a comLP etitive disadvantage , . 2 1 59 The risk of this kind of

assertion is that the Wide aPpro ach to no n- discrimination ob1igations under
Article 82 , which applies in the restricted circumstances when a gatekeeper is
entrusted With the task of guaranteeing access to a newly liberalised market, is
translated into a rule of geれgγ“Z aPplication where the eco nomic bene臼ts are
not as clear. For examLple, ひ物 談を“ B拗れ癖 was わund to have abused its do]ロー‐
1nant p o sition in the banana market by setting di鈷erent prices in each Adember

State, thereby creating an obstacle to the をee movement of go ods. 1 60 However,

Bishop noted that such price discrirnination does not necessarily reduce
eco nomic welfare, in 魚ct in his viewr it is usual1y e範1cient to price discriminate,

on the basis that more sales can be achieved, to the bene鑪t of consumers ( 魚r
instance by selling more cheaply in poorer Member States ) . Moreover, the

j udgment also 魚ils to achieve the aim of market integration . The do minant
nrm, which is not allowed to price discriminate, sets a uni魚rm average price,
thereby increasing the prices of bananas in those po or countries where United
Brands was seuing more cheaply, resu1ting in a worse misallocation of resour‐

ces than previously. 16 1 In this view, whi1e market integration might have

motivated the decisio n, its e鈷ects are inconsistent with that obj ective. Partly
as a resp onse to this strong cr1tlque, it has been suggested that the reasoning in
び" !花“ Brのれゐ shou1d not be read to prohibit au geographical price discrimination by dominant Grms, but to app1y when this pract1ce 1s combined W1th
other mechanisms put in place by the dominant 塩rm to prevent arbitrage,
thereby damaging compet1t1on among distributors･ For instance, in び"を“

Brのれゐ the dominant 臼rm had imposed other restrictions on export･ 1 62

However, even this 1imitation does not escap e the criticism that the decisio n

is based up on dubious eco nomic grounds and 魚us to create the right incentives 食)r market integration.

This re｢窃iew of how market integration is pursued under Article 8 2 suggests
that using comp et1t1on p olicy to integrate the sin鎮e market is a subtle task,
beyond merely ensuring that goods and services are auowed to move をeely
without contractual restrictions by dominant 臼rms . In addition, obligations are
also imposed upon dominamt 臼rms that are in a p os1t1on to regmate access to
魚reign markets . A4oreover, the imp ortance accorded to the goal of market
integration is such that an abuse wnl be 魚und even if there have not been any
1 59 Case C- 1 8/9 3 Cors!“ Fgrrをs を“砂 [ 1 994] ECR H 783 .
1 60 The same approach is 魚und m Article 8 1 cases, e.g. α鴛o [200 1 ] OJ L302/ 1 .
1 6 1 B. Bishop (price Discrimmation under ALrticle 86: PoliticaI Economy in the European Court)
( 1 9 8 1 ) 44 MO “#" L の W RgγをW 2 8 2 .

162 Aノー VVae1br。eck (Price Discrimination and Rebate Po1icies under EU connpetition Law, 1 995
Foγ薇“物 Coゆo筋“ L“w 拗鑪加た 1 47 ( Hawk ed. 1 9 9 6 ) . However, others suggest that if a
dominant 貞rm imp oses dif幹erent prices in tWo NIember States 魚rnning part 。 f the saIぜn e
geographiqヨd market, this may count as an abuse ‐
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actual e鈷ects on the movement of goo ds, raising をee movement to a 餌nda-

mental right, so that there is no need to show adverse economic e鈷ects.

However, a more cautious approach is warranted: mmket disintegration shou1d
be the basis of an abuse omy in cases where the dominant 臼rm is a gatekeeper to
a market - in this context competition law comp1ements the をee movement
principles and it can be assumed that market access wn1 increase econom1c
wel魚re. In o世er cases, like び霧を“ Bγのれゐ, market segmentation sho uld not b e a
su鐺1cient basis 魚r a Gnding of abuse because we cannot presume that economic
wel魚re is diminish ed as a r esult o f the do minant 臼 rm' s actio ns .

The b1ind a(u1erence to market integration shown in び"‘方“ Bねれゐ is
reminiscent of some other Commission initiatives we explo red in chapter 2 ,
魚r example in the pharmaceutica1 sector, where the interpretation of the
concept of ( agreement, was driven by the Wish to integrate markets･ The
politics of integration has a pro魚und e節ect on the interpretation of comp etitio n 1aw. It rem ains to b e seen whether the cas e 1aw reviewed in this s e ct1o n wiu

be abandoned now that the Commission has announced an interest in 食)cusing
on consumer welfare‐ If the re食)rm of Article 8 1 is any guide, it is unlik〔ely that
the Commission will abandon its policy: the pursuit of market integration has

remained a co re value and the Commis sio n has co ntinued to use Article 8 1 as a

means to integrate markets because it takes the view that integrated nnarkets are
the means to generate greater economic welfare.
6 D e fe n [es

It might seem strange to indicate that there are de俺nces to a 鑪nding of abuse
because there is no provision in the text of Article 8 2 , especially if we contrast it
with Article 8 1 , where Article 8 1 ( 3 ) might be said to provide a de危nce 魚r an
otherwise unla叺元u1 agreement. Nevertheless , the Court has said that certain
practices are abusive unless obj ectively j usti臼ed. In technical terms, this seems
to reverse the burden of pro of をom the Commission to the de俺ndant.
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6 . 1 敞0 n 0 m 叩 U St i fka ti ○ n
The abuse doctrine app1les to d1stributio n agreements 1n tW0 maln C1rCumstances : when these are loyalty mducmg and/ or when they discriI11inate among

dea1ers , 1 64 The Court has regularly suggested that Price lnCentives may be
obj ectively j ust1五ed on economic grounds ‐ For examP1e, m M化をZ#ね 2 the

CFI stated that: ‘ a reb ate system in which the rate of the d1scount lncreases
acco rding to the volunrて1 e Purchased wiu not inをinge Article 82 EC unless the
criteria and rules 食)r grant1ng the rebate reveal that the system is not based on

an economically j usti鑪ed countervailing advantage but tends, 鎚lowing the
examP1e of a loyalty and target rebate, to Prevent customers をom obtaining

their suPP1ies をom competitors' . 165 The gist of the Court)s aPProach is to

consider whether the reb ate was linked to any cost savings that the dominant
目rm made, so that くif increasing the quantity suPP1ied resu1ts in lower costs 魚r
the suPP1ier, the latter is entitled to pass on that reduction to the customer in
the 貿)rm of a more 魚vourable tariぼれ 1 66 0n the 魚cts, Michelin 魚iled to show
that the rebates were in proP ortion to the co st savings it had made.
While in almost au cases the dominant 臼rm has 魚iled to j usti行 its discount‐
ing p olicy, several in魚rmal settlements suggest that economic j usti鑪cation is
not a dead letter in the context of distribution agreements . For examP1e, in the
a負ermath of BA/V!復!" the Commission and British Ai酌vays agreed on a set of
Principles that would auow BA ( and indeed any other dominant airline ) to
continue to o鈷er some 魚rms of rebate to trave1 agents . The PrinciPles suggest
that the commissions which travel agents receive can be di鈷erentiated if these
di鈷erences re目ect: ( 1 ) the di鈷ering costs of distributio n through di節erent
travel agents; or ( 2 ) di節erences in the sewices that travel agents Provide .
Rebates may be granted at a rate renecting savings on BA) s costs or an 1ncreas e
in the value of services that the travel agent Provides , Moreover, commissions
must relate to sales made by travel agents in a Perio d not exceeding six months,
there must be no sales targets , and the commission Paid on any ticket is
designed to reward the agent 食)r making the extra sale, not 食)r achieving a

given sales target. 167 In a dispute arising をom Coca Cola)s distribution agree‐

ments on the Italian market, the Commission reached a settlement whereby
Coca Cola amended its rebate P OLicy and was al1owed to o鑑er reb ates to

distributors that Purchased a series of sizes of the same Product and to
distributors that agreed to carry out additional services ( e. g. rearranging and
resuPP1ying shelves or carrying out Promotional activities ) . ○n the contra等,
the Commission obj ected to rebates granted in exchange 魚r exclusivity and

rebates conditional on the Purchase of other Products. 168 A similar settlement
164 E.g. M化をなれ 耳 1 983 ] ECR 346 1 para･ 85 .

1 65 M化をなれ 2 [ 2003 ] ECR II-407 1 Para. 59 .

1 66 Ibid. para. 98 .
1 67 The Commission set out its policy on comm1ss1ons p aid by airlines to travel agents m IP/99/ 5 04
( 1 4 July l 999 ) .

1 68 Co ca Cola ( Ip/ 8 8/6 1 5 , 1 3 0 ctober 1 9 8 8 ) .
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was reached with Interbrew regarding its beer distribution agreements whereby
it agreed to eliminate the loyalty‐inducing asPects of its distribution system
and to redesign its system of 臼nancial incentives given to who1esalers that
engage in Promotional activities. These incentives are to be made availab1e to

any wholesaler, and they may not be conditional on buying beer exc1usively

をom Interbrew. 169 And in the a賢er貫エーath of a 臼nding of abuse in the P1aster‐

board sector, the 負rm submitted and obtained negative clearance 魚r a series of
rebate schemes which were granted in exchange 貴〕r extra bene負ts that were
received (e.g. additional customer serV1ces, reductions in advertising costs and
accessing new markets ) . 1 70

In these 魚ur cases the Commission guided the parties towards designing

distribution agreements that were economically justi巨ed. However, there are

drawbacks to this Procedure whereby objectively iustiGed distribution agree‐

ments are obtained by negotiation. First, the Commission has the upPer hand
in the bargaining Process: the 鑪nes 魚r an inをingement are high and the

Courゼs iurisPrudence is strict, so parties pre企r to settle rather than 魚ce
the almost certain adverse 鑪nding by the Commission. This allows the

Commission to extract settlements that may be more severe than necessary
to avoid anticomPetitive e鈷ects. Second, the early settlements are highly 魚ct
speci負c so they may not be relied upon as Precedents in subsequent cases in
di鈷erent markets. 171 PerhaPs as a way of o鈷ering wider guidance, the settle‐

ment W1th BA provides something akin to a (B1ock ExemPtion) 魚r all dominant airlines. This is a creative apProach that Pro濯des legal security 魚r several

鑪rms but it deprives other dominant airlines of the をeedom to negotiate the

kinds of distribution agreement that they think is suitable.
6 . 2 M e e ti n g to m p e ti ti o n

In the United States, there is a くmeeting comPetition) de先nce in the

Robinson-Patman Act. The Act 魚rbids Price discrimination but Provides
that such discrimination is la叺元ul when it is aPP1ied in order to meet co]mLPeti‐
tion をom other 錠rms. As we have seen in earlier chaPters, rei俺 rences to phrases
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case law on the de髭nce may P rovide little insight. Moreover, the statuto等
de企nce aPPlies a standard that do es not 五t neatly into EC comPet1t1on P olicy.
The Act Provides that the de俺nce aPP1ies if the disco unt o節ered by the de企nd‐
ant was (made in go o d 魚ith to meet an equally low Price of a comP etitor, or the

seNices or 魚cilitles 餌rnished by a comP etltor) . 1 73 The good 魚ith requirement

imPorts a nove1 concePt into EC comP etition law which seems unnecessary
given that the PrinciP1e of 〔 ProP ortionality) can o節er a comP arable standard .
Nevertheless, one can aPPreciate the sentiment behlnd this kind of de先nce : a
grm should be able to de企nd its P o sition in the market when challenged by
others . In EC comP etition law, a non ‐ dominant Grm is をee to defend itself
Prov1ded it does not in壼inge Artic1e 8 1 , but in the context of dominant 臼rms
the de危nce is more comP1ex because a dominant 鑪rm) s very existence PresuPP oses that it has market P ower, and any attemPt to de後nd its P os1t1o n
means that it wiu retain the P ower to harm consumers . However, this de食nce
has been suPPorted because it is necessary to m1t1gate the harshness of the
abuse do ctrine, in P articu1ar when it Connes to discounts o自戒ered by dominant

臼rms. 1 74 The Court has regularly said that a dominant 且rm is をee to de俺nd
itself をom chauenges to its P o sitio n, but it has yet to identi行 a scenario where
the de先nce aPP1ied . This is because, as Ekaterina Rousseva has Put it, the

meet1ng comP etition de食nce is a sham. 1 75 This is clear by considering the
Co urt) s o目ご rep eated Phrase:

the 魚ct that an underta虹mg 1s m a dominant PO S1t1o n cannot dis entitle it をom
Protectlng 1ts owm commerCia1 interests lf they are attacked, and that s uch an
undertaking must be Conceded the right to take such reasonab1e stePs as it dee1エーs
aPProP r1ate to Protect 1ts 1nterests , Provlded however that the P urP O Se of suCh
b ehaviour is not to strengthen this dominant P os1t1o n and abuse it . . . However,
the justigcatlons P ermitted by the case‐law in resPect ofArtic1e [ 82 ] of the Treaty
cannot result in creat1ng exemPtions をom the aPP1icatio n of that ProVision. The
sole PurP o se of tho s e gro unds of j usti負cation is to enable a do minant unde柊
taking to show not that the Practices in question should b e P ermitted b e caus e
they Con食r certain advantages, but only that the PurP ose of those Practices is
reasonably to Protect 1ts commercial interests in the 魚ce of action taken by

certain third Parties and that they do not there魚re in 魚ct constitute an abuse . 1 76

The ( meet1ng comP etition de俺nce〕 is evidence that the Practice in question
is not an abuse of a dominant P os1t1on. However, what is P uzzling をom the
Co urt) s case law is that the 魚ct that a dominant 臼rm aPP ears to react to the
chauenges of comP etitors can easily become evidence that it intends to abuse
1 73 1 5 ( 1 ) US C 1 3 ( b ) .

1 74 See J. Faull and A. Nikpay r物 EC L“" ヴ CoれPerあわ" ( ox魚rd: ox魚rd Univermy Press, 1 9 99 )

P . 1 72 ; R. 0 ) D ono ghue ( 0ver‐Regulatin8 Prices : Time 魚r a Rethink on Pricmg Abuses under
Artide 8 2 ? 〕 in Ehlermann and Atanasiu E“ro““ " Co7勿ク釘!‘!oれ LのW A " " ““ 2003 ,

1 75 Rousseva (Concept or Obj ective Justi6Catioゞ ) .

l 76 Joined Cases T- 1 9 1 /98 , T-2 1 2/9 8 to T- 2 1 4/ 9 8 A ““覆化 Co " #“‘"“ な"e AB “"“ 。 rをrs y.
Co 物 "“55!o" [ 20 03 ] ECR n - 3 2 75 p aras . 1 1 1 3一 1 4,
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its dominant Pos1t1on･ For examPle, in AKZ〇 the dominant 占r1n set a price

below ATC but above AVC in what it said was an attemPt to wln new
customers in resPonse to the aggressive tactics deP1oyed by ECS. However,

the Court held that the low Prices were e班dence of an intention to damage ECS

because they Were (we1l below) those charged by the comP etitor, which 〔shows
that AKZO)s intention was not solely to win the order, Which Would have
induced it to reduce its Prices only to the extent necessaーγ 魚r this PurPose). 177
M[oreover, AKZ0 seems to suggest that even (reasonably 1ow prices) would
constitute an abuse if these were not o鈷ered on a non-discriminato]ry basis.
The Court he1d that because AKZO gave deePer discounts to ECS customers,

this (shows that AKZO)s intention Was not to Pursue a genera1 Policy of

魚vourable Prices, but to adoPt a strate勘7 that could damage ECS) ネ フ8
So a dominant 臼rm can quote low Prices, but not too low: an imPracticable
standard. It is not clear をom the judgment if AKZ0 wou1d have avoided a

gnding of abuse had the Price been slightly lower than that charged by ECs but
stiu below ATC and above AVC, or Whether AKZ0 could merely (match) the
prices charged by ECS . And anyWay, it is la叺産ul to set low Prices only Provided
these are avai1ab1e on a non- discriminatory basis‐ AKZ0 comlp1ained that these
Prohibitions Prevented it をom ever doing an鴻hing in resPonse to comPetitors'
inroads into its market. It said that if ECS aPProaches an AKZ0 customer, then
1t has two choices : either a1ign its Prices to those of ECs and og賃er the same

prices to 証l other comParable customers (i. e. to o節er non‐discriminatory
discounts) or lose the customer. The Courでs reP1y reveals the Poverty of its

reasoning. In the courでs view AKZ0 can make (de先nsive adjustments, even
aligning itself on ECS)s Pr1ces, 1n order to keeP the customers that were

originally its owd 179 so a dominant 臼rm can give a selective discount (pre

sumably Provided the Price is not below AVC) only if the Price is al1gned to

that of ECS ( so that it is not lower) and only in order to retain a customer. It is
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However, What of above- Co st disco untsaAs we suggested above, there ls litt1e
re as o n to co ns ider ab ove ‐ co st s elective disco unts as an ab us e of a do minant

p o sition; however, they have been 魚und abusive when the nrm is very p ower台L1l and when the 塩rm) s conduct Part1tlons the internal market and thus harms
one of the core values of EC colon1P etition law. In 身方力 S“gのる the de俺ndant
sought to j usti行 its discriminatory reb ates on the ground that it was respond‐
1ng to compet1t1on and the Court said that this was what had to be proven:
Thus , even if the existence o f a dominant p o sition do es not dep rive an undertaldng p1aCed in that p os1t1o n o f the right to pro tect 1ts own Comは1erciをu lnterests
When they are threatened, the protection of the Commercial position 。f an undertaldng in a dominant p os1t1on with the Characteristics 。 f that 。f the applicant at
the tiは1e in question must, at the ve呼 least, in order to b e laW台凪 be based on
Criteria o f economic el駈cienCy and Consistent With the interests o f consumers ‐ In

this case, the apP1icant has not shown that those Conditions Were 船山副led･ 1 83

Thus, 鑪rIT1s that have a signi臼cant dominant p osition have a much harder task
than other dominant 6rms when iusti顫ng their respons es to comp etitorゞ
challenges : the resPonse must be el船1cient and in the interest of consumers . This
is very di節erent をom the criteria set out in AKZ0 or in the rebate cases . In
tho s e cas es there is no need to show a b ene巨t to consumers . However, even in
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the e伍ciencies beneGt consumers; that the abuse does not eliminate competi-

tion. The third and the 魚urth conditions are worth a closer look. In the
Commission) s eyes consumer bene臼t is not su鮪1cient: the dominant 負rm
must show that the e伍ciencies くoutweigh the likely negative e鈷ects on com-

pet1t1on and therewith the likely harm to consumers that the conduct might
otherwise have) . 1 84 According to the Commission, this occurs when the e籠-

ciencies enhance the ability and the incentive of the dominant 負rm to act to the
bene目t of consumers . This incentive ~w ill not exist when there is little Com -

pet1t1ve pressure on the 負rm. This suggests that the e伍Ciency de髭nce is likely
to be more successfuny invoked when the degree of market power is on the low
side. The 魚urth condition supplements this as the Commission repeats the
approach in Article 8 1 ( 3 ) by stating that the protection of rivalry and the
comp et1t1ve process is more important than e伍ciencies, so that if the domi-

nant 負rm) s e節1cient conduct eliminates all competitors, then the defence win

not apply･ It is hard to see how these two conditions can be met in a realistic

manner. If a 鑪rm)s dominance is based on its ability to reduce output and
increase price, what incentive win it ever have to pass on efnciency ga1ns to
consumers? The only way 貿)r the de俺nce to play a meaning111l role is if we
de鑪ne the concept of dominance as meaning the presence of commercial

this context the Commission has yet to 壼nd a single instance where aggressive
comP et1t1on 1n resp onse to new entry can be i usti巨ed.

p ower to resp ond to comp et1t1on. Thus, in a case like ひれ#を“ Bねれゐ where

6 .3 はo n o m i [ e ffi d e n [y

that merely have commercial power should not be 魚und dominant. Thus, an

The discussion paper on ArtiC1e 82 suggests that there can be an e1五ciency
de俺nce ln Art1cle 82 , modeued upon Article 8 1 ( 3 ) . This de俺nce di節ers をom
the other two we have co nsidered s o 魚r in that it wo uld allow the do minant

負rm to bring to the table certain beneats that result をom its actions to justi行
what may otherwise constitute an abuse. This de俺nce is not consistent W1th the
CFr s dicta in A rねれ #!C C。" #“"“ cited above, which suggest that the only way to
escaP e a 鑪nding of abuse is to prove that the conduct is not an abuse.
Nevertheless, the law must be capable of evo1ution, and it is worth setting
out the Commission' s case. A4oreover, there is goo d reason why economic
e自白1ciency shou1d p1ay a role in Article 8 2 : the core values of EC competition law
are shifating. The current core aims are the pro motion of consumer interests
and the Creatio n o f e自白ciencies . If s o , do minant 臼rms must b e able to co ntinue

those activities which promote these values even if they Cause some harm to the
co ]mlp et1tlve Pro ces s .

The Commission) s suggestion is to apply the same 魚ur conditions as under
Article 8 1 ( 3 ) . This requires pro of of the 魚1lowing: e籏ciency; that there is
no other way of achieving the e自白1ciency so that the abuse is indispensab1e; that
、 スゾ
で し Ur し′ ′ で ノ

1 83 をなれ S“gのテ ロ 999 ] ECR II‐2969 Para. 1 89‐

the 鑪rm's dominance is proven by its ability to de俺nd its Pos1tLon, an e鮪1ciency
de俺nce might prov1de a means to justi行 othe州dse abusive behaviour.

However, as we indicated in chapter 5 , the correct view is to 臼nd that 宜rIns

(Article 82 ( 3 ) ) de企nce has a purpose only when the Commission interprets
Article 82 too broadly. If Article 82 is reduced in scope by tightening the
concept of dominance and narrowing the notion of abuse, then an e鮭iciency
de先nce is unnecessary･

In the discussion pap er, the scop e of application of the e鮪1ciency de先nce is
limited to rebate and t乳ng abuses . It has been argued that rebates should be
i usti鑪ed because they prov1de dealers with an incentive to market the products
more intensely, which is to the bene負t of consumers . However, the

Commission has not accepted this argument･ A rebate can only be ef主icient

ス ′ こ し 蕩 象 劣〉 名 メ キ 杉 炙筏 肉 き 慶る 筏 る核忽笏“ 勿核
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engages in 軍ng or rebates . The Comm1ss1on, as we w11l see m chapter 1 0 , has
a1ready established a をaIぐn ework to consider e自白1ciencies m the context of
distribution agreements, so rather than tr乳ng to mvent an e伍1ciency de後nce,
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ut口ise Certa1n comp onents . 1 9O These tWo decisions con臼rnn that the donninant

鑪rm may take steps to sal辞ヲguard a Pub1ic interest When this is the only Way to
achieve this, but that when there are other, less restrictive measures in place to

it might be simpler to avoid appl凱ng Article 82 m cases ofvertical restraints. 1 87

Protect the public interest, then the 臼rm) s actions do not merit reprieve . 1 9 1

6 . 4 P U b l i [ po l i [y

7 [o n d u s i o n : Art i [l e 82 ｢e d ux1 92

In chapter 4, we noted how in certain circumstances the ECJ has ruled that
Article 8 1 was inapplicable even if the agreement was a patent restriction of
comp etition because the agreement Was necessary to promote or sal食クguard a

7 . 1 N ove l po l i [y d i re cti o n s

Community or a national public interest. 1 88 There is no comparable case 1aw

on Article 8 2 ; however, the same princiP1es Which the Co urt recognised 食)r
Article 8 1 should apply here, 物 “#“ #お れ “拗ね“!5 . First, the EC Trea呼 provides
that if a Grm is entrusted With the proV1s1on of a service of genera1 economic
interest, then it is exempt をom the Treaty obligations in so 魚r as this is
necessary to provide the service in question, on the basis of Article 8 6 ( 2 ) ,
Which We consider in nnore detail in chapter 1 2 . This provision has led to a
statuto ry exemPtion 食)r several state‐ created monoPolies . S econd, When the
Co urt in yめ“ #““ decided that Article 8 1 Was inapP1icable, it did so by re焦らrence
to its case law o n the internal market, suggesting that there is a general
principle of Community 1aw whereby the Trea勾 obligations are inapplicab1e
When their en食)rcement Would undermine legitimate natio nal concerns .
A4oreoVer, as some have suggested, ひゆ“花器 is about the relationship between
comp etition law as a Whole and other public interest considerations, and is
authority 魚r the prop o s1t1on that there are circumstances where other public

1nterest considerations trump the application of co]mLpetition law. 1 89

An examp1e of the unsuccessau1 attempt to re1y on pub1ic p o1icy considerat1ons in the Article 82 context is the argument put 食)rWard by Hilti and Tetra
Pak that tying agreements were necessary to protect the consumer 軽o m harm
that could result if the pro duct that these comp anies so1d ( nail guns and
p ackaging machines respectively) Was not used together With the 且rms' owm
brand of parts ( nails and cartons resp ectively) . The Court of First Instance held
that the tie was a disproportionate Way to sal俺 guard the interests of consumers .
In both cases the Court said that there are national laws that are designed to
protect consumers 宣om unsa俺 go o ds, and it Was not up to the 負rm in question
to cho ose to protect consumers uni1aterany, because to do so Wou1d al1ow the
巨rm to regulate the market, a i ob which Was 知r the relevant regulatory
authorities . The most that the dominant Grm could do Was to noti行 the
national authorities of its concerns about the risks to consumers shou1d they
1 87 AS already suggested by Rousseva m4o dernising by EradiCating' ‐
1 88 see ch. 4 pp . 1 1 0‐ 1 3 .
1 89 A. P ･ Komnino s (Non‐ CornLpetition Concerns : Resolution of conniCts in the Integrated Artide

8 1 EC' , Working Paper ( L) 0 8/05 0面ord Centre for Comp etition Law and Policy ( available at
www. comp etitio恥law. ox. ac. u罠competition/p ortal.php ) .

The key p olicy that has underpinned the Community) s regulation of dominant
臼rms is to protect the economic をeedom of other market p art1c1pants . The
early case law) s 食) cus Was upon considerations of 魚irness to tho se Who traded
with the dominant 巨rm, While the case law since the 1 9 80s has placed mo re

emphasis upon the elimination of rivals . 1 93 In ensuring that dominant 鑪rnns do

not thwart the をee dom of rivals o r other 臼rms, the Court of Justice has

exp anded the meaning of abuse to ease the burden of proving an in目ringement,
and some recent decisions of the CFI have continued this trend by indicating
that an abuse may be 知und even be食)re the exclusion of rivals can be 俺lt. In
DS｣D the Commission summed up its p erception of Article 82 in this way:
The Court has stated in this matter that ( a system of undlstorted comPet1t1on, as
laid down in the Trea等, can be guaranteed only if equa1ity of opportunity is

secured as between the various economic operators) . 1 94 such equality of oppor‐

tuni呼 is p articularly imp ortant 魚r new market entrants on a market in which
competition is already weakened by the presence of a dominant undertaking and
other circumstances . In p articu1ar, sma1l competitors should not be the victims

of behav1our by a dominant 負rm, 魚cilitated by that 鑪rm〕 s market p ower, which

is designed to exclude tho se co mp etitors をo m the market o r which has such

exclusionary e鈷ect. 1 95

Equal access to the market is a right valuab1e in itselぢ Without the need to
demonstrate that economic gains now をom its guarantee. However, econom1c
bene臼ts are perceived to 且ow on the basis that greater numbers of market
part1c1p ants create the disciplined capita1ism Which lies at the heart of the
Community) s economic constitutio n. In addition, the case law suggests that
other policies are in play in the aPP1ication of the abuse doctrine, in particular
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m1ght be an (indirect) reSu1t of the app1icati。n of ArtiC1e 82, 196 but they are not

These are pollcy barriers that limit a complete application of economic

The current protective scope of Art1cle 82 is at odds W1th the changing
paradigm of EC compet1t1on policy, which has the interests of the consumer at

The second challenge is institutional. Under Regulation 1 /2003 enあrcement

the central go als of the abuse doctrine.

its centre . In some 。f the case law the Commission and Courts have begun to

move towards considering how abuse harms consumer interests, so that the
Commissiod s reform of Article 8 2 should be seen as an incremental reconsideratio n o f the abus e do ctrine .

There is no major ‘legar obstacle to an incremental shi箕 away をom the

s tan dards .

。f EC competition law is decentra1ised, and this makes it more di伍cult 魚r a
policy change to occur given that there are severa1 loci of en魚rcement. Had the

Commission remained the sole en知rcer of Artic1e 82 , it wou1d be relatively

unproblematic to announce a change of direction in its policy and publish
guidelines that explain its new policy priorities. However, with decentralisa‐
tion it is trickier to ensure that au en魚rcers apply new p rincip1es . The techni-

abuse can be reinterpreted in much the same way that Article 8 1 has been

que that was used in Article 8 1 was to publish a number of exemption decisions
in a range of sectors and to publish Guidelines to aid national authorities. It

degree of compet1t1on stiu existing in the market or the growth of that competition' 197 can be interpreted a宣esh as meaning that abuse has to 魚reclose

strategy by bringing をesh Article 82 cases and app軍ng nove1 methods. The
discussion paper has already been pub1ished in the 魚rm of Guidelines, so a

discussion paper on Article 82, and which tauies with the reinterpretation 。f

Artic1e 8 1 in the Guidelines on the application of Article 8 1 ( 3 ) . S econd, there is

The third challenge is whether, bearing in mind the comr]nission' s reluc‐
tance to rely so1e1y upon economic analysis, it shou1d dep1oy a uniged eco-

the dominant Grm the opportuni呼 of i usti解ng what app ears to be anticom‐

7.2 A U n ifyi ng e[o nomK pa ra dig m?

occur as the p olicy priorities shi箕.

The Commission) s reconsideration of the abuse doctrine chimes with a similar
debate in the United States over the role of s . 2 of the sherman Act, and

current law. First, as we have noted, the classical and o食‐ rep eated deanition of
re‐ read. The 魚ct that abuse くhas the e節ect of hindering the maintenance 。f the

remains to be seen whether the Commission Win embark on a comp arable

rivals . This is the clever re‐ reading which the Commission o鈷ered in its

simnar p attern of coordination is emerging.

nothing in Article 82 itself that limits the protective scope of that prov1s1on.
Third, it is possible to embrace a more extensive list of (de先nces' so as to a鈷ord

petitive behaviour. The law is su伍ciently elastic 魚r incremental re魚rm to
The 塩rst of the maj or chauenges is whether the Commission is truly committed to re1ying so1ely up。n an economic paradigm. The implications of this
could be that the scope of the abuse doctrine is curtailed signiacantly and many
of the andings of abuse in the seminal cases would no longer be representative

of the law. It is submitted that the Commission is not wiuing to transform
Article 82 to such an extent as to abandon some of the 魚ndamental notions

that underpin the abuse doctrine. First, it does not accept a total we1魚re
analysis of markets. Conduct which is economically e脩1cient can be prohibited
when that conduct would harm the compet1t1ve pro cess . U1timately the eco ‐
nomic をeedom ro ots are too strong to give way to a 飼1l economic analysis .
S econd, as noted earlier, the Commission) s consideration of ‘ consumer) wel‐

筑re can give it the discretion to attack conduct which is not harm餌l to

consumers) economic interests but which the Commission thinJks is harm鉦1

( rebates that 1ower prices but reduce choice are harm鉦1 to consumer we1fare

because there is less choice) ‐ Third, changing the scope of appucadon 。fA直icle 82

risks damaging the interests of the communi可. In many cases discussed above
the aggressive use 。f Article 82 has been dep1oyed in markets which have been
recently liberalised, and action has been taken to accelerate competition. This
policy might be threatened 1f we reduce the protective scope of Article 82 .
1 96 AG Kokott in BA y. Co錺物Z55#oれ ( opinion of 2 3 February 2006 ) Para. 6 8 .

1 9フ Ho飾れ“れれ L“ Ro碗e [ 1 979 ] ECR 46 1 para. 9 1 .

nomic standard 魚r the abuse do ctrine . VVe consider this in the sectio n be1ow.

competing economic mode1s have been presented.198 Those who propose a

uni臼ed test to identi行 exclusiona呼 behaviour share the 魚uowing starting

points. First, exc1usionary tactics are a mvo-stage strate郷: in the arst stage the

dominant 臼rm embarks on a strate郡7 to harm comPetitors, and once it has

damaged them by eliminating them, or by raising their costs, or by deterring
them をom entering the market, then in the second stage the dominant 臼rm
覇1l exploit its newly acquired market power. Second, the law must punish on1y

exclusionary behaviour that reduces consumer wel魚re . The aim is to protect
consumers, not competitors. Third, because economists view exclusionary
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comp et1t1on . Ta虹ng thes e Premises as given) commentators have suggested

three approaches･ 1 99 one is to ask Whether the Conduct is 1ik【e1y to harm

consumer Wel魚re . Two other aPpro aches suggest that the harm to consumer
wel魚re question can be asked in a less direct manner, either by asking whether
the dominant 臼rm) s co nduct can e1iminate a comp etitor that is at least as
e脩1cient as the dominant 宜rm, or by asking Whether the dominant 臼rm) s
conduct makes no eco nomic sense but 魚r its tendency to harm comp et1t1on

( the ( sacri臼ce test) ) . 200 Below, I eXP1ore each of these tests brie且y in the co ntext

of p redatory Pr1c1ng.
The no ‐ economic‐ sense test is prop osed by severa1 American commentators
and it asks whether the conduct makes no economic sense but 魚r the tendency

to harm comp etition. 20 1 put another Way, it asks Whether it is p ossible to

'
-

exP1ain that the conduct of the dominant 臼rm can bene鑪t consumers . If there
1s no consumer Wel魚re exP1anation, then the behav1our is harm鉦1. The test
c1early aPplies to Predatory pr1c1ng: Prices b elow AVC when recoupment 1s
p o ssible make no economic sense unless the Prey exits the market. The
as‐ efncient‐ comp etitor test instead provides that the abuse do ctrine should
Prohibit conduct that is capable of eliminating rivals who are no less e脩1cient
than the do minant 臼rm. This standard Works comあrtably with b elow‐ cost
Pricing but do es not require Proof of recouPment: if the dominant 臼rm Prices
below cost and can do so because it has superior 宜nancial resources ( e.g. a deep
p o cket) then its behaviour can eliminate a rivaI Who is as e鮪cient as it ( that is , a
饉rm With identical pro duction costs ) . In sum, the as ‐ e伍cient- comp et1tor test
Probably allows one to 鑪nd abuse more easily than the no ‐ economic‐ sense test,
and sits comfortably with the current EC doctrine, based as it is on 知reclo sure.
These methods are preferab1e to attemPts to determine harm to consumers
directly. The dig臼cu1ty with a consumer welfare standard is about What stand‐
ard of Pro of one selects . Must one show that the conduct tends to harm
consumers, or must one show that harm to consumers is highly probable?
A 1ow standard of proof leads one to make T耀〉e 1 erro rs, but too high a
standard of Proof can cause TyP e 2 errors .
However, there is another P erspective through Which to consider the re食) rm

‐

o f Article 8 2 if o ne is mind ed to lo ok 食) r a co mmo n denomin ato r . Th es e cas es,

-

1111L-1-｢-

=転1
1u
-

broadly sPeaking, have three 1imbs : do minance, abuse and a lack of obj ective
j usti鑪cation. The three tests above try to re臼ne the second and the third limb s .
The no ‐ eco nomic‐ sense test 1n Particular seems to invite the de俺ndant to
Prove Why its conduct makes economic sense. These mo dels o箕en ignore the

1

-‐

1 99 The following discussion is based largely on J. Vickers (Abuse of Market Poweノ ( 2 005 ) 1 1 5
Eco 拗 れ “ ル “ rね の F244 ,

200 For a succinct e]qplanation, see GJ. いノerden ( Comp etition Poli呵 on Exclusiona1γ Conduct:

Toward an E鈷ects‐b ased Analysis? 〕 ( 2006 ) 2 E“ roP拗ね Co摺餌“まあ カ メo“r"“ ( Special Issue on

Article 8 2 ) 5 3 .

20 1 see e. g. A. D . Melamed 【Exclusive D ealing Agreements and other Exc1usio naIγ Conduct ‐ Are
there Uni軍ng P rinciplesP ( 2006 ) 73 Aれ物"5虹のW /o“劭の 3 75 .
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starting Po int: Article 82 is inをinged only when a 臼rm is dominant. The reaso n

this is ignored is because for economists dominance is irrelevant. Exclusionary
co n duct either is o r is not de1eterious 魚 r co nsumers . H owever , b e cause in EC

comP etitio n 1aw Article 8 2 can be invoked only if the 臼rm is dominant, then

re魚rm of the dominance test might a鈷ect how we think ab out abuse . AS I

suggested in chaPter 5 , dominance is 魚und to o easily, merely up on pro of of
commercial strength . If dominance instead meant the power to reduce outPut
and increase Price, then the scoP e of Article 8 2 Wou1d be reduced signi鑪cantly,
apP軍ng only to arms Who already have the Power to harm co nsumers. Then,
in this reg1me we might be Willing to tolerate a strict ( abuse) do ctrine where
Proo f of likely 魚reclo sure is su伍1cient to 臼nd an abuse . APplied to Predatory
P nc1ng, this allows the compet1t1on autho ri等 to take into consideration post‐
Chicago theories of Predation ( e . g. p redation by reputation) and it j usti臼es not
asking Whether recoup ment is feasible because the 臼rm is already able to price
above co st befk)re the abuse‐ As the Commission states reP eatedly, rivalry is the

key to a healthy corn1P et1t1ve pro cess ‐ Foreclosure that sb往nies rivalry cou1d be a
blunt test to apply at the start of an abuse cases, but the risk of TyPe 1 errors is
reduced by shrin虹ng the scoPe of apP1ication only to 臼rIゴls With real nnarket
P ower .

